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visited her about once 
a year. The Fretzes had 
become her close 
family, with the 
Silvestros and a few 




by Elizabeth Heise 
On Sunday morning, June 23, Lester Fretz came to 
the Springvale Brethren in Christ Church to announce a 
legacy that had come to the congregation. Their pastor, 
Rick Silvestro, had a special ministry to an elderly lady 
while he served at Rosebank several years ago. Mary 
Gracey left a sizable part (about $55,000) of her estate to 
"the congregation which Rick pastors." On receiving the 
token cheque f rom Lester and expressing his thanks, 
Rick said, "This will pay about half of our remaining 
debt on our new worship facility." 
Mary had never attended Springvale and was known 
there by only the pastor and family and three others, who 
also had come to know her while she lived in Cambridge 
and attended Rosebank. Pastor Rick had a strong, clear 
voice which he used effectively. Profoundly deaf, Mary 
could understand h im—the only one, she said, whom she 
could understand. He became her friend as well as pas-
tor. 
The Brethren in Christ contact had begun at Wain-
fleet. Mary lived in a mobile home park between Dunn-
ville and the Wainfleet church. A unique, somewhat 
eccentric person—intelligent, independent, frugal, gener-
ous, knowledgeable about nature and gardening, skillful 
in arts and craf ts—she came to 
know Lester and Mary Fretz and 
they became friends. "I 've 
learned so much f rom her," 
Lester has said. 
Mary Gracey needed more 
care. Lester found her a place in 
the School Apartments of the 
Fairview Mennonite Homes in 
Cambridge. Here she was intro-
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people" in 20s. 30s, and 40s 
duced to other Brethren in Christ people. Mary had been 
attending church at Wainfleet, and now with her new 
friends worshipped at Rosebank. After five or six years, 
Cambridge could no longer meet her needs. Lester and 
Mary found her a place at Hagersville and later, at a 
nursing home at Dunnville, where she died on May 30, 
just five weeks before her 96th birthday. 
At Hagersville, Mary again came under the pastoral 
care of Rick Silvestro, now serving at Springvale. Dur-
ing her last months at Cambridge, she had been under 
terrible oppression. It seemed to be satanic. We prayed 
for her relief, and it finally came—while she was at 
Dunnville. 
Her understanding of the way of salvation seemed 
vague. She spoke of the new birth, but did she know 
what it meant? On a visit by the Fretzes one day she told 
them she'd had a dream of someone knocking at her 
door who wanted to come in. She didn' t know who it 
was and she didn' t open the door. They asked if she had 
ever invited Jesus into her heart and explained that this 
was probably the Lord wanting to come in. They prayed 
together. A little later, during another visit, Mary told the 
Fretzes she had heard the knocking again and had said, 
"Come in." Again they prayed 
and Mary asked the Lord to 
come in. Should we have been 
surprised at the furor of 
Satan's attack? 
Mary Gracey had few rela-
tives and little contact with 
any except a niece, who visit-
ed her about once a year. The 
Fretzes had become her close 
family, with the Silvestros and 
a few f rom Wainfleet and 
Springvale her extended fami-
ly. We rejoice that she could 
meet her Lord in peace and 
exchange weariness for new 
life. Praise the Lord! He has 
won the battle! 
"Special People" profiles a 
wide variety of Brethren in 
Christ members of all ages and 
from all walks of life. 
You are invited to submit a 
short article about some "Spe-
cial Person" you would like to 
in troduce to Visitor readers . 
Articles should be typewritten, 
preferably 300-400 words, and 
must have the approval of the 
person being profiled. If your 
article is accepted for publica-
tion, we will contact you to 
secure a photo for publication 
(which will be returned). 
are in-vited. 
Mail your article to 
Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 
166, Nappanee, IN 46550. Elizabeth Heise is from 
Townsend, Ontario. 
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by Gord and Shelley Bartel 
How does one decide who has the 
right to live and who has the right to 
die? Who decides on the sanctity of 
life? The media seem to constantly 
b o m b a r d us wi th i n f o r m a t i o n on 
assisted suicides and pro-choice posi-
tions, but has anyone really sat down 
to think of the effect these choices 
have on o t h e r s ? W h e r e do we as 
believers stand on this issue? Even 
though we as the church have an offi-
cial pro-life position, it may be sur-
prising that this is not the consensus 
of many of the people we rub shoul-
ders with every Sunday morning. 
My w i f e Shel ley and I had the 
opportunity to gain firsthand insight 
into these very questions as the Lord 
blessed us with "a visitor f rom heav-
en, if only for a while", to quote a 
compassionate song by Twila Paris. 
We had just returned from serving 
at Mtshabez i Miss ion Hospi ta l in 
rural Zimbabwe for three years. We 
were excited but apprehensive at the 
vast cultural transitions that we faced 
in c o m i n g h o m e to a ra the r busy 
world. Shelley relates the journey we 
undertook next: 
MAY 18, 1995, is a day that will be etched in our memories for 
life. 
In February of 1995, I found out 
that we were expecting our second 
child. Our first child, Nicole, had been 
born in Zimbabwe, Africa, and was 
about 10 months old at the time. Our 
first thoughts were, "are we ready for 
another child so soon?" Yet, it didn ' t 
take a moment before we were excit-
ed about our upcoming second child. 
I was about 15 w e e k s p regnant 
before I went to see my new doctor 
for the first prenatal check-up. That 
day, I heard the heartbeat of our new 
baby, and I knew this was for real. 
Everything seemed to be quite nor-
mal. The doctor sent me for a routine 
ultrasound to confirm the pregnancy 
and to check the gestational dates. 
On May 18,1 arrived at the hospi-
tal in pain from drinking what seemed 
like gal lons of required water and 
telling myself it should only be a little 
while longer. I walked into the ultra-
sound room feeling quite confident 
that everything would be fine, but like 
every expec tan t m o t h e r I had the 
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slight underlying fear that our baby might 
possibly have a medical problem. I thought, 
how would I deal with that? 
I have some experience in performing 
ultrasounds f rom oui three years of work-
ing in the hospital lab in Zimbabwe, so the 
ultrasound tech and I talked about the dif-
ferences between the two countries in this 
field and medical work in general. During 
the entire time that we chatted, she never let 
on that anything could be wrong. After com-
pleting all the measurements, she proceeded 
to show me the baby's arms, legs, face, body, 
and heartbeat. Everything looked fine. As 
she left the room, she told me that the doctor 
may want to come in and see me for a 
minute. 
That should have been my first clue that 
something was wrong. I had used that same 
sentence with many patients on whom I had 
performed ultrasounds and found something 
wrong. But my baby had looked so normal. 
After what seemed an eternity but was actu-
ally only a few minutes, the tech came back 
and told me that there was a problem, and 
that I could go and change while my doctor 
was being paged. I couldn't imagine what 
could be wrong, and fear gripped me while I 
waited. 
My doctor took me back into the ultra-
sound room and told me the terrible diagno-
sis—anencephaly. My baby had a severe 
neural tube defect in which the brain and 
skull had not completely formed, although 
the brainstem was present, allowing the baby 
to grow like any o ther baby within the 
womb. The doctor told me that our baby 
would live to full term, but would not survive 
long outside the womb. He added that I had 
two options: to abort the baby or to carry 
the baby until term, deliver, and then wait 
until he or she died. 
It was tough news to hear alone. My hus-
band Gord was at home with Nicole. Why 
should he come when it was just a routine 
test on our second child? From that day on, 
nothing was just routine. As I left for home, 
stunned, our doctor mentioned that he would 
like to talk to my husband and me in his 
office later that day. 
I went home and broke the news to Gord. 
We held each other and cried. This was a 
couple's worst fear come true. From that day 
on, we began grieving for our child, whom 
we would never get to really know. 
Later that day, we met with our doctor. 
Once again he told us what he knew about 
anencephalic babies. It is a fairly rare syn-
drome, with one in 10,000 babies living to 
full term; the miscarriage rate for these 
babies tends to be very high at 99 percent. 
Why our baby was in the rare one percent we 
didn't know, but the Lord obviously had a 
plan. There is not much known about what 
causes this defect. There are theories that it 
may be hereditary or that a lack of folic acid 
may be a factor. There is no treatment for 
anencephaly, and the condition is incompat-
ible with life. What were we to do? 
Our doctor again told us of our options. 
He strongly suggested that we abort the preg-
nancy and try again. He pointed out that we 
didn't have much time to decide, because 1 
was already 16 weeks pregnant and we could 
not wait much longer. 
We were faced with a choice that is hard-
ly ever discussed by believers. We were in a 
gray area of Christian doctrine with our emo-
tions spinning. It was difficult to process all 
the data from what had started out to be a 
fairly routine day. Gord was very strong in 
his decision not to abort, while I battled with 
the decision. To abort was the easy way out. 
Why not, as this baby had no chance of sur-
vival? Why go through all the unnecessary 
pain? Only a handful of people knew we 
were pregnant, and they would understand 
why I would choose to abort. It could be jus-
tified. 
A few days went by. Most of the time, 
my grief was too great to allow me to think 
straight, but time was running out for me to 
decide. Friends of ours gave us a book deal-
ing with miscarriages, abortions, and still-
births. For days, I couldn't open it because I 
was unable to deal with the situation, but as 
soon as I began reading, my eyes opened. 
The book emphasized how important each 
life is f rom the time of conception until 
death, no matter when that death occurs. 
Psalm 139:13 says, "For you created my 
inmost being; you knit me together in my 
mother's womb." The Bible establishes the 
fact that the unborn child is a human being 
even in the womb. When does a human 
being's formation take place? In the first 
three months. At four weeks after concep-
tion, the spinal cord and brain complete for-
mation. At 16 weeks, the ultrasound showed 
that our baby's body was complete. We were 
able to see our baby move its arms and legs 
and suck its thumb. It was amazing to see 
God's creation. 
If this unborn child was a person with a 
formed body in the first trimester, did he or 
she have a soul? Yes, this little human being 
The doctor 
told me that 
our baby 
would live 
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Gord and Shelley Bartel 
served under Brethren in 
Christ World Missions at 
Mtshabezi Mission from 
1991 to 1994. They are 
members of Broadway Men-
nonite Brethren Church in 
Chilliwack, B.C. Reprinted 
by permission from Men-
nonite Brethren Herald. 
was complete with an eternal soul that was 
created by the Almighty God. Jeremiah 1:5 
gives us a glimpse of the importance and 
significance of each life: "Before I formed 
you in the womb I knew you, before you 
were born I set you apart." God had a plan 
for our baby's short life. How could I be the 
one to interfere with God's plan? It was not 
my place to take a life just because it did not 
fit into our plans. God gave us his com-
mandment from the beginning of time not to 
take a life. I 'm sure many would not include 
abortion in this commandment, but the Bible 
gives us enough evidence that the prenatal 
baby is a person and is included. 
Knowing these facts, the thought of end-
ing our c h i l d ' s l i fe f r i g h t e n e d me and 
brought me to my knees asking for forgive-
ness for even thinking that abortion could be 
just i f ied. Abort ion is something I don ' t 
believe in, so how could I carry the act out 
myself? I am so thankful that my husband 
stood firm from the beginning and that my 
eyes were opened, because our lives could 
have taken a much more difficult turn. 
We decided to change to a Christian doc-
tor who did not believe in abortion and who 
guided us through the pregnancy and deliv-
ery with emotional, physical, and spiritual 
counseling. 
The remainder of my pregnancy was very 
difficult emotionally but much easier phys-
ically. I had the joy of feeling our baby move 
and kick, and I was always reminded of her 
presence by the heartburn and the uncom-
fortableness that I felt. It was hard to believe 
that the diagnosis was true. 
At 29 weeks, we went for a second ultra-
sound. We hoped for a miracle or a misdi-
agnosis, but it wasn't to be. The ultrasound 
showed the same picture. Weeks before, 
many prayers had gone up on our behalf that 
a miracle would take place, and even though 
medically we knew there was no hope of 
survival, we kept hoping that the baby 's 
body would be miraculously healed. This 
hope made many days more bearable. Dur-
ing this time, we found that the most helpful 
coping skills were our daily talks with God. 
At 36 weeks, we went into the hospital 
for the delivery. On October 5, after three 
long days of induced labor, we had the joy of 
receiving a little baby girl, Katie Marie. She 
seemed small and frail. She lived for a short 
15 minutes. A cap was placed on her head to 
cover her unformed skull. She was then 
wrapped in a blanket and given to us to hold 
for as long as we wanted. She was quite 
bruised from her breech delivery, but she 
had a beautiful little body, just as the ultra-
sound had shown, with perfect little fingers 
and toes and a button nose. She was our 
daughter to enjoy for only a short time, our 
visitor from heaven. Our hellos and good-
byes seemed to have been said in the same 
breath. It was difficult giving Katie back to 
the medical staff. The feelings of emptiness 
and grief were overwhelming. 
Within the week, we were getting the 
funeral preparations organized. We visited 
Katie one last time and said our final good-
byes before we buried her little body. 
This pregnancy and birth have not been 
an easy time for us, with some people trying 
to offer support and others questioning our 
choice, but we know in our hearts we did the 
right thing and do not regret our decision. 
We feel at peace that we gave Katie the dig-
nity of letting her live her life as God intend-
ed. We live without guilt and fear. We know 
that God works toward good in all situa-
tions, regardless of the circumstances. At 
times, that seems hard to believe, but we 
still need to put our trust in God. We know 
that he will help us through our suffering. He 
promises to never leave or forsake us. He 
gives us the strength to live day to day and 
the promise that we will one day be with 
Katie again. 
MA N Y P E O P L E have suppor ted us through uplifting prayers during our 
special time with Katie, which gave us the 
strength to go on. There is no other expla-
nation for the support we felt than it being 
God's reply to the petitions of his people. 
How could one have faced this situation and 
the many pressures and questions that soci-
ety raises without the support of the Chris-
tian family? How could one deal with the 
uncertainty and guilt of terminating that life? 
There are many days that our hearts are 
heavy as we continue to grieve for our little 
girl. There will always be that special place 
in our family where Katie would have been. 
As a father, I cannot fully comprehend the 
loss of a baby, compared to a mother who 
has carried and nurtured that life for close to 
a year. Despite all this, we both take heart, 
for God has blessed us with good friends, a 
supportive pastor and church, and a special 
glimpse into his promise of salvation and 
into the hope that it brings. Our visitor from 
heaven if only for a while—we're so glad 
you came. 
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Christian fl by Martin H. Schrag si 4 k 
Lesher l i o i i U e 
and the V . " New Birth U O t M l 
Foundationally important in the origin of the Brethren in Christ (ca. 1778-1780) was the experiencing of and the com-
mitment to the need of being born again. In 
keeping with his heritage, Christian Lesher 
(1775-1856), a second-generation Brethren in 
Christ leader f r o m Frankl in County, Pa., 
emphasized the necessity of an in-depth rebirth 
experience. He often returned to the subject, 
and at one point in his writing, he sketched his 
understanding of false and true conversions: 
three faulty views and one correct comprehen-
sion. The basic problem with erroneous con-
versions is that they lacked depth. Such expe-
riences were like a weak bow that does not hit 
the target (Hosea 7:16; Ps. 78:57). 
One kind of a false conversion is built on the 
fear of death and hell, and is motivated by a 
selfish love to enter heaven. Such "converts" 
behold their lostness too much and do not con-
centrate enough on God and the power of his 
grace. Because they still feel sinful, and others 
see their sinful life, they try (unsuccessfully) to 
live a virtuous life. Furthermore, experiencing 
no inner peace, they begin to believe—being so 
advised by others, including professional cler-
gy—that the way to go was through the outer 
forms of the church. They are baptized, believ-
ing this will wash away their sins, and they 
part icipate in communion and other cere-
monies of the church so to prove they are 
Christians. This is called "peace!, peace!" but 
God has not yet spoken peace in their hearts 
through the Holy Spirit (Jer. 6:14, 8:11). For-
giveness of sins does not come through water 
but through the blood of Christ.1 
There are other people (the second kind of 
false conversions) who consider themselves 
converted, but their evil and corrupt hearts have 
not been changed and renewed. Further, they 
have no desire for the Holy Spirit. Their not 
being genuine Christians is visible in that their 
lifestyle is no different than that of the children 
of the world. In contrast, God's people follow 
Christ, deny themselves, separate f rom the 
world, and become humble in heart. 
The third kind of false conversions begins 
"with a lot of commotion and noise at the 
bench (the German word here, bank, can also 
be translated pulpit). In the overly emotional-
ized atmosphere of revival meetings, "many 
unreal, impure, and human contrived peculiar-
ities" take place. The most positive evaluation 
one can make of these happenings is that such 
persons have been awakened to their sinful 
condition and see that they need to be convert-
ed. They think or pretend they are converted, 
but they lack a depth repentance, an inner 
transformation, and the crucifying of the flesh. 
Although Lesher was critical of the three 
false perceptions of the new birth, he yet made 
a limited identification with the camp meet-
ing's conspicuous, emotionalized conversions. 
Accordingly, he wrote that if such persons 
"will harbor within their hearts the gentle 
appealing voice and delightful drawing of God 
in the heart," they will be truly converted. To 
reinforce his point, Lesher recounts the expe-
rience of Elijah, who heard God's voice, not in 
the strong wind, earthquake or fire, but rather 
in the still small voice (1 Kings 19:11-13). The 
reason for Lesher's sense of kinship with camp 
meeting experiences was that revivalism and 
the Brethren in Christ were both influenced 
by the heart-focused spirituality of Pietism.2 It 
is very unders tandable that the Brethren 
accepted revivalism in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century. 
Lesher was acquainted with emotionalized 
camp meetings and revivals of his day. By 
1800 and likely earlier, bilingual and interde-
nominational meetings were held among the 
Pennsylvania Germans. The first all-German 
camp meeting, United Brethren sponsored, was 
held in August of 1815 at Rocky Springs in 
Franklin County. Mennonite turned United 
Brethren preacher, Samuel Huber, wrote of the 
meeting, "Many sinners fell down, through the 
power of the word preached, as if dead, but 
rose again, shouting victory."3 In 1855, at John 
Snyder's place in Franklin County, meetings 
were held at which every night "old and young 
persons fell prostrate before the altar, crying 
for mercy."4 During the adult life of Bishop 
Lesher, camp and revival meetings were a part 
of the Franklin County scene. 
continued on page 12 
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P E P O L I T I C I Z I N G 
the C h u r c h 
in '96 This past year we celebrated the 50-year anniversary of the end of World War II. I was nine when the war ended. I still remember the euphoria and jubilation that swept over San Francisco, where I lived. It 's difficult to explain to a younger generation the remarkable sense of 
unity and national purpose we Americans shared back then. 
Now with Waco, Ruby Ridge, Oklahoma City, and an increasingly 
adversarial political scene as we approach the 1996 presidential elec-
tion, we are a nation torn apart. And tragically, the Church is right at 
the center of this increasingly shrill, divisive culture war. 
o; N THE ONE SIDE, a number of mainline Protestants seem to feel Iobligated to unquestioningly embrace the entire liberal demo-cratic agenda. They seem to have almost a congenital need to 
be on the forefront of whatever is considered socially or politically 
by Tom Sine progressive—without regard to biblical mandate. 
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Those on the Christian left who talk 
incessantly about inclusivity often support 
left-wing organizations that are anything 
but inclusive. Organizations like the ACLU 
now raise their funds by vilifying Chris-
tians on the other end of the political spec-
trum as "religious fascists," "hatemongers," 
and "pro-life terrorists." 
Eric Hoffer, in his book True Believers, 
observed that "mass movements can rise 
and spread without a belief in God, but 
never without a belief in a devil. Usually 
the strength of the mass movement is pro-
portionate to the vividness and tangibility 
of its devil." And those on the political left 
have made their devils both tangible and 
vivid. And they have those on the religious 
right in their crosshairs. 
On the other side, you can't be consid-
ered an Evangelical in most parts of Amer-
ica if you aren't a right-wing Republican. 
Nowhere else—Australia, New Zealand, 
Canada, or Great Britain—do you have to 
be a right-wing Republican or the equiva-
lent to be considered a born-again Chris-
tian. This is uniquely an American aberra-
tion. 
Part of what drives the politicization of 
the Evangelical movement in the U.S. is 
fear: Leaders on the right hammer Ameri-
can evangelicals with the fear-generating 
claim that there is a liberal elite in Wash-
ington, D.C., that is intent on laying siege 
to their families, undermining their faith, 
and destroying the American way of life. 
People who have never been involved in 
politics before have become highly politi-
cized out of their fear for their family, their 
faith, and their way of life. Somehow they 
have forgotten the Bible has told us that 
followers of Christ no longer have to fear. 
And building on their fear of a liberal 
elite, organizations on the religious right 
raise their funds just like those on the polit-
ical left—by demonizing their foes. And 
their enemies are just as tangible and vivid. 
They include "pro-choice mass murderers," 
"anti-American liberals," and "family-hat-
ing feminists." 
As the 1996 presidential election heats 
up, so does the inflamed rhetoric and 
name-calling. And, regrettably, Christians 
from both ends of the political spectrum 
are right at the center of this divisive 
debate. And both groups of Christians 
seem more intent on trying to change soci-
ety through politics than through the gospel 
of Jesus Christ. 
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This article is a call for the depoliticiza-
tion of the Church and a return to the 
advancement of the gospel as the only 
force that can ultimately transform lives, 
bring moral renewal, and renew society. 
Let me explain how the increasing politi-
cization of the Church actually is under-
mining the work of the gospel. 
IN RECENT YEARS, Billy Graham has had increasing difficulty getting mainline churches in the U.S. to support his cru-
sades because being an "Evangelical" 
Christian has gotten 
so identified with a 
narrow, right-wing 
political view. Joe 
Stowell, president of 
Moody Bible Col-
lege, confided to me 
that it has never been 
more difficult for 
him to share his per-
sonal faith in Jesus 
Christ. Stowell 
explained, "The diffi-
culty is not the 
offense of the Cross. 
1 find people drawn 
to Jesus Christ. The 
difficulty is that they 
are turned off by the 
offense of right-wing 
political ideology. 
They are under the 
false illusion that 
they have to become 
Evangelical Chris-
tians." 
For years, evangelicals have criticized 
mainline denominations for relying so 
much on politics lobbying, and legislative 
action to try to change society. Many Evan-
gelicals, even within these denominations, 
have argued that the gospel was getting lost 
in an increasingly politicized Church. Now 
the same thing is happening in Evangelical, 
Charismatic, and Pentecostal churches. 
They are increasingly turning to politics to 
change society instead of relying on the 
gospel of Christ. 
Looking back to the early '70s, there 
was virtually no Evangelical involvement 
in the political arena. Back then. Evangeli-
cals were trying to change society through 
evangelism, church planting, and working 
with those in need. But as Evangelicals 
began to struggle with the Civil Rights 
As the 1996 presidential 
election heats up, so does 
the inflamed rhetoric and 
name-calling. And, 
regrettably, Christians 
from both ends of the 
political spectrum are 
right at the center of this 
divisive debate. And both 
groups of Christians seem 
more intent on trying to 
change society through 
politics than through the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. 
While Evangelicals 
in Britain are 
strongly opposed to 
abortion, they are 
convinced that 
13 million kids 
dying from world 
hunger each year is 
a pro-life issue too. 
Movement and a range of issues from abor-
tion to world hunger, we were beginning to 
discuss a view of social responsibility that 
dealt with a broad range of issues that was 
nonpartisan and nonideological. 
In those days, Billy Graham, Wheaton 
College, and Christianity Today were at the 
front of the Evangelical 
parade. And then in 1978, 
seemingly out of nowhere, 
Jerry Falwell, the Moral 
Majority, and the New Reli-
gious Right took over the 
Evangelical parade and advo-
cated changing society not 
only through politics but 
through a very right-wing 
brand of politics. Since then, 
more and more Evangelical 
churches, just like their main-
line counterparts, seem intent 
on trying to change society 
through political action. If 
Jesus had believed the way to 
change society was through 
political action, he would have joined the 
Zealots. Of course, these conservative 
churches haven't given up on preaching the 
gospel, but they seem to be looking more 
and more to partisan politics to change not 
only the political order, but moral and soci-
etal values as well. Haven't Evangelicals 
always argued we can't legislate morality? 
Doesn't a change in moral values come 
only through an encounter with the living 
Christ? 
In CEASEFIRE: Searching for Sanity in America's Culture Wars, I challenge Evangelicals in the United States to 
learn from Evangelicals in other countries. 
You simply don't find Evangelicals in Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, Canada, or Great 
Britain relying nearly as much on political 
action to transform society as many of their 
American counterparts do. 
For example, the largest Evangelical 
organization in Great Britain is the Evan-
gelical Alliance. The Alliance is 1.3 mil-
lion members strong, representing a broad 
spectrum of Evangelical, Charismatic, and 
Pentecostal churches. They are aggressive-
ly committed to trying to impact British 
society for Christ. And they aren't trying to 
do it primarily through politics but through 
the gospel. 
For example, you will find British Evan-
gelicals planting new churches all over the 
British Isles. Through evangelism pro-
grams like the Alpha Outreach developed 
by British Anglicans, they are seeing thou-
sands come to vital faith in Christ. And the 
Evangelical Alliance is developing a 
nationwide network of those involved in 
urban ministries reaching out to at-risk 
kids, single-parent moms, and unemployed 
dads in London, Liverpool, and Glasgow. 
Their compassionate social ministries are 
having a powerful witness for the gospel 
throughout the British Isles. 
But when the Evangelical Alliance does 
seek to be a leaven in the political arena, 
they have a very different approach to 
political advocacy than the Christian Coali-
tion in the United States. First, they are 
decidedly nonpartisan and nonideological. 
They believe Christians need to be a 
prophetic presence speaking from outside 
of the divisive partisan battle. Instead of 
inflamed rhetoric and demonizing their 
foes, they believe the gospel calls them to 
work in the reconciling spirit of Christ. 
Second, they believe the gospel calls 
them to address a much broader range of 
issues than the politically correct issues of 
the religious right in the U.S., which is 
usually limited to abortion, pornography, 
and gay rights. For example, British Evan-
gelicals are decisively pro-life. But unlike 
their American counterparts, they don't 
believe abortion is the only pro-life issue. 
While Evangelicals in Britain are strongly 
opposed to abortion, they are convinced 
that 13 million kids dying from world 
hunger each year is a pro-life issue too. 
And for them, the dramatic increase in 
deaths from the heavy marketing of West-
em tobacco products also qualifies as a 
pro-life issue. But British Evangelicals 
believe their faith requires them to speak 
out on a broad range of other issues includ-
ing world hunger, religious freedom, 
human rights, the care of creation, Sunday 
trading laws, and care for the poor and the 
disabled. 
When the Evangelical Alliance begins to 
look at an issue, first they do careful public 
analysis of that issue. Then they study the 
Scriptures. They come down wherever bib-
lical principle does. Sometimes they are 
with the Tories; sometimes they are with 
the Labor Party. They are never with the 
same group all the time because they 
believe the Word of God transcends parti-
san politics of both the right and left. Both 
the Christian left and religious right seem 
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to define their views out of their respective 
political ideologies instead of Scripture. 
Isn't it time for American Evangelicals to 
go back to the Bible to define our sense of 
social responsibility? 
DURING this overheated election year, I challenge American Evangelicals to call for a cease-fire in America's 
culture war. I am not suggesting we opt 
out, but we remember that Scripture calls 
us to try to change society, not through pol-
itics but through the good news of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. But when we do get 
involved politically, let's follow the exam-
ple of British Evangelicals and use Scrip-
ture instead of political ideology of the 
right or left to define our stand. And when 
we do take a stand, let's do it in a way that 
reflects the reconciling spirit of Jesus 
Christ—in a way that reflects God's love 
for a world and Christ's command to love 
and bless our enemies. 
If we do, God will honor our faithful-
ness to the gospel of Jesus Christ, and we 
will see the Spirit of the living God trans-
form lives, families, and communities. And 
we know from the past that when spiritual 
renewal takes place, it even impacts the 
social and political spheres of a nation. 
Shouldn't we as Evangelical Christians 
recommit our lives to the advancement of 
the living gospel of Jesus Christ as the ulti-
mate way to change our society in this very 
divisive election year? g 
Tom Sine is author of 
CEASEFIRE: Searching 
for Sanity in America's 
Culture Wars, Wm. B. 
Eerdmans, 1995, which 
was selected for inclusion 
on Christianity Today's 
Book of the Year list. He 
heads Mustard Seed Asso-
ciates and serves as a pro-
fessor at Fuller Theological 
Seminary. 
Anabaptist influence moderates 
discourse between evangelicals, 
Canadian government 
W I N N I P E G , M a n . — W i l l a 
movement like the U.S. religious 
right take root in Canada? No, says 
Brian Stiller, president of the Evan-
gelical Fellowship of Canada, and 
one of the reasons is the influence of 
Canadian Mennonites and Brethren 
in Christ. 
In a speech at the opening of the 
E F C ' s new o f f i ce in O t t awa on 
March 20, Stiller noted the "strong 
influence of the Anabaptist/Menno-
nite tradition" as one of the reasons 
why Canadian evangelicals would 
not become like their more strident 
U.S. counterparts. 
Elaborating on his comment in 
an i n t e r v i e w , S t i l l e r s a y s tha t 
Anabaptists "have a disproportion-
ate influence on Canadian evangel-
icals, relative to their size." One of 
the reasons for this is the ground-
breaking work of William Janzen 
and other staff at the Mennoni te 
Central Committee Canada Ottawa 
Office. "MCC was the first to set up 
an office in Ottawa to address polit-
ical and societal issues from a reli-
g i o u s p e r s p e c t i v e . Your q u i e t , 
beh ind- the-scenes approach has 
established the way the religious 
community should relate to govern-
ment in Canada. " 
Another way that Anabaptists in-
fluence the way evangelicals relate 
to government is through the way 
they give. Noting that Mennonites 
are very generous, and that there are 
some large donors in the business 
community with an Anabaptist her-
itage, Stiller says "they won't toler-
ate groups that have a strident ide-
ology. They won't support groups 
which don ' t act in a Chris t- l ike 
way." 
Evangelical Fellow-
ship president says 
movement like U.S. 
religious right won't 
happen in Canada. 
Without funds from Mennonites, 
and t hose of A n a b a p t i s t b a c k -
ground, religiously-based social or 
political movements can find suc-
cess elusive, he suggests. 
A third way Anabaptists influ-
ence Canadian evangelicals away 
from right-wing politics is through 
education, he says. "[You] have a 
lot of i n f l u e n c e at e v a n g e l i c a l 
schools and colleges through teach-
ers and students," he says. "Your 
'quiet in the land ' approach has 
influenced the way the gospel needs 
to be worked out in our culture. 
Your approach has infiltrated the 
evangelical community in a good 
way." 
For these reasons, among others, 
Stiller says that "strident right-wing 
American religion simply doesn't 
have a chance in Canada. The way 
we approach government and soci-
ety won't be done that way." 
There are an estimated 2.8 mil-
lion evangelical Protestants in Cana-
da and around 118,000 Mennonite 
and Brethren in Christ church mem-
bers. 
Reported by John Longhurst, MCC 
Canada Communications. 
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"You must be born again" 
continued from page 7 
Having detailed some false conver-
sions and having called attention to the 
still small voice, Lesher outlined more 
fully his understanding of the new birth. 
The "purest (genuine) and most endur-
ing conversions usually take place in 
the (hidden) private area of the human 
hea r t b e t w e e n God and the soul 
alone... ." That is the point made by 
Jesus when he told his disciples not to 
be like the hypocrites, who pray openly 
on the street corners to be seen by men, 
or like the heathen, who think they will 
be heard because of their many words. 
The conversion experience 
was not an end itself, but 
rather the basis or ground 
of being empowered by 
the Holy Spirit to live a 
holy life and become a part 
of the new harmonious 
and witnessing community, 
the church. 
Rather, the right approach is to spiritu-
ally enter into one's closet, close the 
door, and pray alone to God from the 
heart (Mat. 6:5-7). 
When the individual "persists in 
prayer and continues in secret prayer, 
and at other times is active in reverent 
worship toward God in his inner life 
and also in outward expression, it can 
lead the soul to a continual develop-
ment of penitence...." Such true repen-
tance does not center on a fear of hell or 
a selfish desire for heaven but rather it, 
through "a mature, tender (gnawing) 
conscience," makes us aware of our 
future destiny. In the turning around, 
the initiative is with God, both in real-
ization of the dire condition of the heart 
and in God's gracefully and lovingly 
drawing the sinner to see the riches of 
salvation. In the interaction there comes 
a wholesome self-denial of all that is 
contrary to the Lord God. 
It is out of a mediated love for God 
that the soul cries out for the forgive-
ness of sin. Very important is that the 
sinner realizes he has offended and hurt 
God and must with David say, "I con-
fess my sins...and my sin is ever before 
me. Against thee, and thee alone, I have 
sinned and done great evil" (Ps. 51:3-4). 
Yea, the soul must say out of its love for 
God, that if God casts me out eternally, 
he is just as that is what I deserve. The 
individual must give himself totally into 
the hands of God, for him to determine 
the destiny of the individual. The call is 
for total surrender and complete open-
ness to God. 
It is such a heart condition that is 
evidence of "genuine evangelical repen-
tance." The resultant sorrow and sad-
ness moves the person toward salvation 
(2 Cor. 7:10). "And if the soul, thus 
turned inwardly and gathered together, 
maintains itself in this fashion, and 
clings to the Lord until the sweet soft 
sighing reveals...the Lord is inwardly 
present" (1 Kings 19:12); the soul will 
be filled and "endued with power from 
on high" (Lk. 24:49). It will, in waiting, 
have its strength restored so that it will 
"go aloft like on the wings of eagles, 
running and walking but not tiring" (Isa. 
40:31). God's love will be poured into 
the heart by the Holy Spirit (Rom. 5:5), 
and the Spirit will tes t i fy with the 
human spirit that we are children of 
God (Rom. 8:16). The truly converted 
will give themselves entirely to do what 
God wants , being fu l ly y ie lded to 
Christlike holiness. The newly born will 
follow the guidance of the Holy Spirit, 
modeling their walk on the way after 
that of Jesus Christ. 
Although he rejected wild enthu-
siasm, Lesher 's own experience and 
understanding of conversion was emo-
tionally laden. He refers to a gnawing 
conscience, a repentance struggle, a sor-
rowful sense of sinfulness, the joy of 
salvation, the heart knowledge of assur-
ance, and the inner empowerment of 
the Holy Spirit. The difference was in 
two different kinds of emotion; Lesher's 
was quietistic and had much greater 
inner depth. The accent was on full 
t r ans fo rma t ion ; that hear t -a l te r ing 
change was the basis of holiness. Pastor 
Lesher tied together very closely the 
new heart with the new way of living. 
Also wor thy of c o m m e n t is the 
warmth and inviting nature of Lesher's 
wording, as exemplified in the already 
quoted line: The truly converted "will 
harbor within their hearts the gentle 
appealing voice and delightful drawing 
of God in the heart...." Lesher was not 
"soft on sin." Rather, his being trans-
formed by God's love issued in a love-
infused vocabulary. 
In de te rmin ing the re levance of 
Lesher's strong emphasis on the new 
birth for our time, we need to note that 
in our society the Christian commit-
ment of many is superficial. More basic, 
we live in a social order that in its as-
sumptions and ideals has been overly 
optimistic about human nature (and 
superficially pessimistic when sin—like 
violence—perverts good intentions). 
Foundational has been the belief that 
through reason and imagination, hu-
mans can discern the God-implanted 
nature of reality, and with that knowl-
edge gradually improve human exis-
tence. 
In contrast, Lesher did not believe in 
the inherent goodness of humans, but 
rather saw them as intrinsically sinful. 
God's solution was the new birth: for-
giveness of sin, restoration of God's 
image in individuals, and the establish-
ment of a personal God/human rela-
tionship. The conversion experience 
was not an end itself, but rather the 
basis or ground of being empowered by 
the Holy Spirit to live a holy life and 
become a part of the new harmonious 
and witnessing community, the church. 
The witness into the world radiates 
from the church. In-depth sin calls for 
in-depth solutions. Lesher was right. 
In heart and thought, Christian Lesh-
er was fully dedicated to the words of 
Jesus Christ: "You must be born again." 
Endnotes 
'Lesher's understanding, including quotes, 
regarding conversions are from his book, Das 
kleine Geistliche Magazin. als ein Zeugniss 
der Wahrheit (Chambersburg, PA: M. Kieffer 
und Comp., 1849), pp. 127-134. Translators 
Laban T. Brechbill and Noah G. Good. Brech-
bill translation is entitled, This Small Chris-
tian Magazine is an Evidence of the Truth 
(Laban Brechbill, 1971), pp. 140-151. Good 
translation in letter to author dated August 
12, 1991. 
2 For a fuller understanding of Pietism, see 
Dale Brown, Understanding Pietism, revised 
edition, (Nappanee, IN: Evangel Publishing 
House, 1996). 
3John Denig, ed., Autobiography of the 
Rev. Samuel Huber (Chambersburg, PA: M. 
Kieffer & Co., 1858), pp. 37-38. 
4Don Yoder, Pennsylvania Spirituals (Lan-
caster, PA: Pennsylvania Folklife Society, 
1961), pp. 41-46. 
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Tips on revitalizing 
Sunday school 
For many years there has been a 
disturbing trend within the church: 
Sunday school a t t endance and the 
population have been going in oppo-
site directions. Persons attending Sun-
d a y s c h o o l h a v e a l s o s h o w n a 
d e c r e a s e d s e n s e of c o m m i t m e n t . 
Along with the numbers factor, the 
amount of actual knowledge being 
g l e a n e d f r o m t h e s e s s i o n s h a s 
dropped significantly. This is the case 
in bo th the y o u t h p o p u l a t i o n and 
among the adults of the church. 
When first introduced, the idea of 
Sunday school caught on quickly and 
had a tremendous impact on the way 
that Christians conducted church ser-
vices. In fact, Sunday school of ten 
was the driving force of many con-
gregat ions. It used to be the most 
highly attended event in church life. 
S u n d a y schoo l ha s no t , h o w e v e r , 
made the appropr ia te a ccommoda-
tions to keep up with the changing 
needs of the people f rom generation 
to generation. This resulted in several 
problems that involve various aspects 
of the ministry. 
Sunday school teachers are usually 
gracious volunteers f rom the congre-
gation who accept the responsibility 
of leading a class. A major problem 
with this si tuation is that, in many 
cases, the person leading the group 
depends too much on the curriculum 
to teach itself. Many times he or she 
does not even look at the mater ia l 
until Saturday night and then rushes to 
make plans for the next morning. It is 
wonderful that these people are will-
ing to give their time, but if the lead-
er of the group does not know his or 
her material or the biblical text on 
which it is based, the result too often 
is a class that fails to get the point and 
gains little f rom the experience. There 
has to be more than a "face value" 
understanding of the material by both 
the instructor and the student before 
the experience can bring about life 
transformation. 
Many curriculum options are lack-
ing in their approach to teaching as 
w e l l . T h e " b a b y b o o m e r s " m a d e 
changes that succeeded in bringing a 
more topical approach to curriculum 
and make it more interesting. The pre-
sent gene ra t ion of Sunday school 
attendees need to feel that progress is 
being made as they move through the 
l e s son p l an . T h e p r e s e n t s ty le of 
teaching, however, offers little in the 
way of clear biblical correlation and 
often does not allow any directed pat-
tern. This is especially the case in top-
ically-directed curriculum that is pop-
ular in youth settings. More biblical 
background is needed to make the 
learning experience an effective one. 
While stories and "hot topic" discus-
sions give the students a basic view of 
the ideas of the Bible, they do little to 
secure a strong foundation in knowl-
edge of Scripture in its entirety. As a 
While stories and "hot 
topic" discussions give 
the students a basic view 
of the ideas of the Bible, 
they do little to secure a 
strong foundation in 
knowledge of Scripture in 
its entirety. As a result we 
have a generation of 
people who know the 
stories and ideas of the 
Bible, but have never 
been asked to take their 
knowledge any further 
than that. 
by Marc Hansen-Palmus 
result we have a generation of people 
who know the stories and ideas of the 
Bible, but have never been asked to 
take their knowledge any further than 
that. 
It is obvious that changes need to 
be brought about in order to revitalize 
the a i l i n g i n s t i t u t i o n of S u n d a y 
school. Information to help in the pro-
cess can be found anywhere—from 
your local library to Christian book-
stores to web pages on the Internet. 
Your regional Board for Congrega-
tional Life is also an excellent place to 
look. 
Elmer L. Towns has much to say 
on the top ic of S u n d a y schoo l in 
today's churches and is considered to 
be one of the foremost experts in the 
f i e ld by many . In r ecen t a r t i c les , 
"Everybody Should Be In Sunday 
School" and "The Purpose Of Sun-
day School In A Changing World," 
Mr. Towns discusses many of these 
same topics and offers several sug-
gestions for improving the situation 
in which we are finding ourselves. In 
his recent book entitled Ten Sunday 
Schools That Dared To Change, Mr. 
Towns describes how ten churches 
turned a round their p r o g r a m s and 
brought about a new enthusiasm for 
learning and understanding the word 
of God. The resources are available 
for little to no expense, and the need 
to make use of those r e sources is 
growing by leaps and bounds. With 
prayer, commitment , and devotion, 
Sunday school can once again be a 
drawing point instead of just some-
thing to do before the service begins. 
Marc Hansen-Palmus is a student at Mes-
siah College. During the summer, he was a 
Central Conference Board for Congregation-
al Life intern, working with several congre-
gations and conference ministries. 
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Sunday, January 21 
At church this morning in Niza 9, there 
were words of appreciation and prayers of 
blessing for the work team members who 
have given two weeks of their time to 
help fix up the church. Thanks to them 
and to the group who came last Novem-
ber, we are enjoying all kinds of big and 
little improvements like closets, electrical 
setups, ceiling, a new pulpit...! Our grow-
ing church has been very blessed by sup-
portive North American churches who 
have sent workers and helped us purchase 
the building which the church will soon 
finish paying off. We also feel blessed to 
see a great potential of men, women, and 
teenagers who are maturing into godly 
leaders, and to witness this first Colom-
bian congregation taking more and more 
responsibility in outreach. This year it 
was decided to designate 10 percent of 
offerings for building up our daughter 
church in the La Calzada slums. 
After the service in Niza 9, we took 
our work team guests downtown to the La 
Calzada church, which operates in an 
abandoned storefront space which the 
neighbors urged us to use. Just this month 
the little congregation will be celebrating 
its first anniversary of regular Sunday ser-
vices, held in the afternoons. Recently 
I've made a commitment to go regularly 
in order to develop and coordinate a 
meaningful ministry to the large number 
of children who attend along with up to a 
dozen adults. There are usually around 
30 at tention-starved kids of diverse 
ages—some having a drug-addicted par-
ent, others helping to steal or beg for sur-
vival, lacking school opportunities, or 
assuming parent roles for younger sib-
lings at an extremely young age. It 's 
understandably rare for these children to 
have any biblical knowledge or even a 
healthy image of God. We usually take 
the kids out on the dirty sidewalk with a 
collection of wobbly benches and beat-up 
desks and chairs. But today it rained, and 
(horrors) we had to pack all these hyper-
active children into the tiny adjoining 
room after the songs and activities. It's 
such a drop in the bucket, but I sense that 
God will do great things in this place. 
Wednesday, February 21 
While on the bus this morning, I 
noticed a lot of strangely dirty foreheads 
before I f inally realized it was Ash 
Wednesday. Lent has begun, and that 
means that piles of sardines and tuna will 
be on sale in the supermarkets for the 
many Catholics who will forgo meat on 
Fridays, as well as lots of fish "hamburg-
ers" and fish empanadas at the corner 
grills. I 'm truly impressed by the number 
of Colombians from all social classes who 
are devout enough to wait in long lines to 
have the priest smear a cross shape on 
their foreheads. (Some are rather abstract 
cross shapes, I must say!) But it's too bad 
that for most, it's a ritualistic, gook-luck 
type thing without a personal life-chang-
ing knowledge of having a Saviour. To 
tell the truth, I've always had the secret 
urge to get in line myself and be marked 
with the cross, to be identified publicly 
with Jesus. And today I wonder, can they 
tell that the cross marks my life? 
Thursday, March 21 
Yesterday, in typical Colombian fash-
ion, I made a phone call to express best 
wishes and happy birthday to a good 
friend who was once closely involved in 
the church but is gradually destroying 
herself in poor choices. It was a really 
good conversation until she asked me a 
favor which I just didn't feel right doing, 
and then things turned cold and ended 
abruptly. I know she won't be mad for-
ever, but my heart aches to sense her so 
far from me and from God. I 'm sure you 
know that all missionary stories are not 
success stories; at least mine aren't. But 
over time I've learned that God writes the 
final chapter and he never gives up on 
people. Somehow i t ' s significant to 
remember that today is the first day of 
spring. 
Sunday, April 21 
Another busy Sunday. Sometimes I get 
so frazzled and frustrated over the pro-
cess of coordinating the children's pro-
gram in Niza 9 and with all my unsuc-
cessful attempts to find and train someone 
to turn things over to. It seems that just as 
we finally get some adequate Sunday 
school spaces, we outgrow them, and as I 
train teachers, they often move on to other 
ministries in the church. Sometimes I 
even think God misunders tands my 
prayers. I ask for more teachers, and he 
just sends more and more kids! One non-
traditional approach I've decided to try 
is to designate one Sunday a month where 
the regular teachers take a break and the 
most spiritually mature 9- to 12-year-olds 
lead children's church time for the others. 
So far, it's working and the kids take their 
job seriously! Now, to get a break my-
self... 
Less than a week ago we said good-
bye to the Latin American Brethren in 
Christ missionaries, kids, and staff who 
joined us for our annual retreat. I t 's 
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od at work in our world 
always a lot of work to organize trans-
portation, lodging, and a retreat site for all 
of those people, but it was certainly worth 
it. What a thrill to hear firsthand of the 
joys and struggles in Mexico, Cuba, 
Nicaragua, Honduras, New Mexico, and 
Venezuela, and to hear each colleague 
expound from the book of Colossians in 
unique, insightful ways. I feel privileged 
to identify with this special missionary 
family, and to be allowed this much-need-
ed time of refreshment. 
Tuesday, May 21 
Now I will finally finish this letter! At 
our missionary business and prayer meet-
ing today, there were a lot of praises for 
the wonderful time at La Calzada on Sun-
day. Bob, Curtis, Norma, Allison, and I— 
plus almost 100 others—were there to 
witness the baptism of six women, the 
first ones of this congregation to make 
such a significant public demonstration. 
The testimonies were short but powerful, 
as some of the ladies had been addicts, 
drug sellers as a means of survival, or 
messed up in destructive environments. 
Between choruses, tears, and hoots of 
encouragement from the children, Sonia 
baptized her spiritual children in C-O-L-
D water. 
That same day, Nubia, a sympathetic 
but non-Christian neighbor, offered to 
open up her front room (partly used for 
recycling newspaper) for the use of the 
children's activities. Please pray for Ana, 
Anita, Elena, Sofia, Milena, and Marina. 
There's been a major victory of the pre-
vailing powers of darkness, but much war 
yet to be done. 
Friday, June 21 
How embarrassing! I 'm still holding 
on to this letter! Please know that even 
though I 'm slow in writing, I continue to 
appreciate deeply your prayers and 
encouragement. In fact, some of you 
would be amazed to realize how often 
I've relied on examples, ideas, or insights 
I 've gleaned from one of your lives or 
one of your churches out there. Thanks 
for continuing a partnership with us in 
Colombia! 
My plans are to be on "home ministry" 
soon, between October 1996 and April 
1997, so I hope to share with many of 
you in person. May God's blessings be 
yours! 
Nancy Peterman serves with Brethren in 
Christ Missions in Bogota, Colombia. 
What is 
forgiveness? 
Steve and Chris Newcomer—Matopo, 
Zimbabwe 
"We have two dogs named Becky and 
Taffy. Becky is a 7-lb. Jack Russell terri-
er and Taffy is a 70-lb. Rhodesian Ridge-
back. Both of them contribute a lot of 
enjoyment to our family life. On this par-
ticular evening the gate was not properly 
latched and when Taf fy jumped up 
against it, it must have swung open. At 
about 8:00 pm there was a knock on the 
door. One of the nurses from the clinic 
came and informed us that the dogs were 
in their chicken run and had killed all five 
of the chickens. Naturally we felt terrible 
and apologized extensively and attempted 
to reimburse her for the chickens that had 
been lost. Bessie (the owner of the chick-
ens) told us that according to African cul-
ture, all that was necessary was to apolo-
gize for the damage that had been done. It 
certainly had not been our intent for the 
dogs to kill her chickens. According to 
Bessie, there would be no hard feelings or 
damage to our friendship unless we insist-
ed on replacing the chickens. I was struck 
that perhaps this is a better understanding 
of forgiveness than we have. When we 
borrow something and it gets broken and 
we replace it, what really is there to for-
give? We have restored the status quo. It 
was a bitter pill to swallow but all we 
could do was to respect Bessie's wishes 
and take the dogs back home." 
Having accidents 
Erin Hoffman—Caracas, Venezuela 
Yes, I broke the honey jar, spilled the 
lemonade, and shattered the ivory top of a 
table. I also had a car accident. I could 
share with you my tears, my anxieties, 
and the emotional pain. It was all there. 
But instead I want to focus on the thanks-
giving. No one was hurt. Two out of the 
three cars involved were driveable. Both 
drivers were friendly with me—even 
though the accident was my fault. I was 
able to share a bit about Jesus with the 
official who came to the scene and then 
drove my car for me. Eventually a mis-
sionary friend and his Venezuelan friend 
arrived to support me and help me com-
municate. Details for paying for the acci-
dent are being worked out. The car is 
being fixed. I now have a common bond 
with the many people here who have had 
accidents. I can't feel alone after receiving 
so much care from people! And thanks 
to your prayers and the grace of God, I am 
feeling restored and once again filled with 
peace and joy about being here in 
Caracas. 
iSabes Que? Do you know what? In 
all of the above activities, Jesus is with 
me. Isaiah 41:13 says, "For I am the Lord, 
your God, who takes hold of your right 
hand and says to you, 'Do not fear; I will 
help you.'" during the emotional pain of 
the accident, I hung on to this fact: Jesus 
is holding my hand. 
Jesus is holding my hand. And what is 
more, he is holding yours. 
I loved it and 
I hated it. 
Larry Dillon—Youth Pastor, New 
Guilford Brethren in Christ Church, 
Chambersburg, Pa. 
"I loved it and I hated it," was the ini-
tial response from Larry as he spoke with 
Phil Keefer of Brethren in Christ World 
Missions about his two-week short-term 
missions experience in Nicaragua in the 
fall of 1995. Larry must have loved it 
more than he "hated" it. He reports the 
following in the New Guilford Brethren 
in Christ newsletter regarding preparation 
for a trip for July/August 1996: 
"On June 11th, 16 teens and adults 
participated in the Run For Youth fund 
raiser for the missions trip to Nicaragua. 
In one hour these diligent participants ran, 
walked and jogged 303 laps on a 1/4 mile 
track which equals 75.75 miles! Everyone 
enjoyed the encouragement from Bethany 
and Renee Wingert along with Drew Dil-
lon and Joy Mellott who jogged along 
with the runners. Andy Guyer ran the 
most laps with 31.... This fund raiser 
added over $2,300 to the mission trip pro-
ject with Wendy Wingert and Pastor 
Larry Dillon each raising over $600 from 
their runs. 
"The Lord has provided all the needed 
funding for the Nicaragua Teen Mission 
Trip! It has been a special blessing to see 
continued on page 17 
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See how it is with 
Sugiyama San! 
by Thelma Book 
ONE NIGHT SOME MONTHS AGO, 
Miss Sugiyama came to talk. 
We talked at length about the 
problem of finding Christian husbands 
for the fine Christian young women in 
the Nagato church. She told me very 
frankly that it was no problem to her. 
She was ready to be unmarr ied for 
Jesus' sake until the Lord should pro-
vide a Christian husband. And if he did 
not see fit to provide one, she was not 
unhappy to remain single. But she felt 
embarrassed to face the non-Christian 
parents of other young ladies or to wit-
ness to them of Jesus Christ. She knew 
what these parents would say, "If you 
become a Christian, there will be no 
husband for you. See how it is with 
Sugiyama San!' 
In Japan, where marr iage is still 
largely a parental responsibility, it is 
considered somewhat disgraceful for a 
perfectly healthy and intelligent girl not 
to be able to get married. This is the 
very point on which most young girls 
have trouble with their families when 
they want to be baptized. 
Miss Sugiyama and I discussed the 
matter from all angles. We decided to 
pray together that God would prove 
himself to this community by furnishing 
Christian husbands for the younger girls 
in the Nagato church. Even then, we 
were not praying for a husband for 
Sugiyama San. We were praying that 
God would correct this false impression 
of his church as a place where young 
women forever stayed single. Miss 
Thelma Book's article was first printed in 
the August 17, 1964, issue of the Evangelical 
Visitor, and appears here slighlty modified by 
the author. The Books are still in Japan, cur-
rently as Self-Supporting Missions Associates, 
living in Kitakyushu. 
Sugiyama was already past the usual 
age for marriage, and our prayer was 
for the younger girls who were facing 
the conflict of their Christian testimony 
and their desire for marriage. 
Months passed and we did not men-
tion the subject to each other again. I 
prayed about it as it came to my mind, 
and I am sure she did the same. 
Then word came of a young man 
from a Christian home whose parents 
were c o n n e c t e d wi th the K y o d a n 
church. (The Kyodan had been formed 
during WWII when the government 
forced all Protestant churches to come 
under one denomination. Following the 
war some churches left the Kyodan to 
form their own denominations again, 
but others stayed with the combined 
group.) A meeting had been arranged 
between him and a non-Christian girl of 
our community. But the mother was not 
impressed with the girl. She happened 
to mention this to me, and I shared with 
her my concern that our young Chris-
tians marry Christians. She had never 
thought about it that way before. So I 
gave her pictures of the girls of our 
church. She was much impressed with 
one of them, and I felt a surge of hope 
that God was indeed answering our 
prayers. But the young man was taken 
with the non-Christian girl he had met 
and could not forget her. 
I was crestfallen, but we continued to 
pray. 
More weeks passed. Then, during 
spring vacation, a telegram and a letter 
came to Sugiyama San. She was asked 
to come to Tokyo for a miai, a meeting 
of two young people to decide whether 
they are interested in marriage. With 
little comment, Sugiyama San left for 
Tokyo, asking that we should pray and 
requesting that I take her Sunday school 
class for two Sundays. 
Sugiyama San and Mr. Homma 
(1964 picture). 
On her return Miss Sugiyama told 
of her experiences. The young man was 
in his early thirties, the oldest of six 
boys. He is a third-generation Japanese 
Christian—Episcopal. His father, now 
deceased, had not allowed any of his 
children to be baptized until they had 
reached a genuine faith personally, so 
the son is a Christian by choice and 
belief. 
Miss Sugiyama said the family spir-
it was lovely. It was her first experience 
in a Japanese Christian family circle. 
Both her parents are dead, and of all 
her family, she is the only Christian. 
Just being a part of that Christian fam-
ily circle for a few days in Tokyo was 
unforgettable for her. 
Mr. H o m m a is a very des i rab le 
young man. He is an English teacher 
and is very proficient in English. His 
family is not poor. He was born in New 
York City, where his father was in the 
export-import business. Miss Sugiya-
ma had met him for the first time during 
those few days of spring vacation. They 
had decided to be married. Now she had 
returned to the country to prepare for a 
formal engagement announcement and 
presentation of Mr. Homma to her fam-
ily. 
There was no doubt in my mind that 
this was the beginning of the Lord's 
answer to our prayers begun last winter. 
He began to answer by doing what we 
had not even thought to ask. We sup-
posed—without spelling it out in so 
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many words—that finding a Christian 
husband for a girl who was almost thir-
ty was too much to ask. 
Mr. Homma arrived on a Monday 
morning of the next vacation period. 
We took him to our house to wait until 
everything was ready for the engage-
ment service. We who had grown up in 
a Christian society had never seen a 
Chr i s t i an e n g a g e m e n t c e r e m o n y ! 
Sugiyama San asked Doyle to conduct 
the service. Fortunately there was in the 
pastor's manual which I had given him 
for his birthday a service which he 
could follow. 
It was lovely and memorable. There 
sat Sugiyama San's family—not one of 
them the least interested in things Chris-
tian. There was the crabby old uncle, 
head of the clan, who thinks that every-
thing must be done just as it has for 
hundreds of years and who bears no 
extra love for his niece who has broken 
the pattern. Next in line came the older 
sister, married to the oldest son of a 
Buddhist priest. Then the other sisters 
and their husbands, mainly interested 
in the material things of life. 
On the other side sat Mr. Niwa, the 
go-between, a Christian college teacher; 
Mr. Homma, the Christian young man 
who was being in t roduced to this 
formidable family; Doyle and I, who 
had come to Japan with the Christian 
message; and the close friend of Miss 
Sugiyama, Miss Matsuura, who has a 
call to be a missionary to Southeast 
Asia. Two completely different worlds 
coming together! And all because of 
the miracle of faith that transformed one 
slight girl and gave her courage to brave 
her family's displeasure to become a 
Christian. 
In that moment I felt the wonderful 
working of the Spirit of God—so quiet 
and hidden that on the surface it seems 
the Church is weak and helpless, but 
like the delicate blade of grass, infused 
with a power that can split the rocks to 
raise a flower head. A rock had been 
split here indeed, a rock of centuries of 
indifference to the Creator-God, split 
by the redeeming faith of one young 
girl changed by the power of God into a 
believer, a follower of Jesus Christ. It is 
a hallowed thing, this quiet, persistent, 
unflagging work of the Spirit of God. 
And it will not stop here, but go on and 
on as long as time lasts. 
At Thursday prayer meeting the 
church people met and rejoiced with 
Sugiyama San. This was a testimony to 
the younger girls. Here was someone 
they knew, someone they had confi-
dence in. She had not yielded to family 
pressures and married a non-Christian. 
And God had not forgotten. He had 
rewarded her faith by giving her that 
for which she had not even asked. For 
some of them there had already been 
offers of marriage that would not have 
pleased God. More than any words that 
we might say, seeing what God did will 
help them in their hour of temptation. 
God has vindicated himself here in 
Nagato. Now people may say, "See how 
it is with Sugiyama San!" with a differ-
ent meaning. "These Christian girls 
marry later, but they marry well." 
THIRTY-TWO YEARS HAVE PASSED since the article above (which has been altered slightly) was first 
published in the Evangelical Visitor. Mr. 
and Mrs. Homma still live on the prop-
erty in Tokyo that be longs to the 
Homma family. Their two sons are 
grown. During the first years of their 
marriage, Sugiyama San and her hus-
band were faithful members of the Kyo-
dan church in which he had been reared. 
But later, as their sons were growing 
up, Sugiyama San persuaded her hus-
band to go with her and the boys to a 
more evangelically active church in 
their area of Tokyo. They remain faith-
ful, active members of the body of 
Christ. 
Mrs. Homma's friend, Noriko Mat-
suura, who stood with her during that 
engagement ceremony, is leaving soon 
for Nepal to do literacy work among a 
tribe in the recesses of the Himalayas 
whose language is being put into writ-
ing for the very first time. God has at 
last brought to fruition the call he gave 
her so many years ago. The Hommas 
are among her most faithful supporters 
in prayer and finances. Both of these 
women, while no longer members of 
the Brethren in Christ denomination, 
are indeed products of the Brethren in 
Christ Mission in Japan. • 
God at work... 
continued from page 15 
the Lord work through a variety of sur-
prising ways. The funds came from a 
multitude of very generous people and 
the hard work of this group of very com-
mitted teens and parents." 
Brethren in Christ missionaries, Nate 
and Cathy, Phil, and Ryan Bert anticipat-
ed the arrival of the New Guilford team. 
Cathy wrote, "We look forward to having 
the youth group from New Guilford with 
us the end of July for two weeks of 
church building and ministry. Their youth 
pastor, Larry Dillon, has prepared these 
young people well for their time to be 
spent with us." 
Brethren in Christ World Missions 
budgets funds to assist its young people in 
ministries like the one the New Guilford 
Brethren in Christ team is participating 
in. The mission board also has funds 
available for young people serving short-
term with approved organizations. For 
additional information contact Phil 
Keefer, Associate Director of Brethren in 
Christ World Missions. 
What does it take 
to build a church? 
Lois Jean Sider—Sikalongo Bible Insti-
tute, Zambia 
What does it take to build a church? A 
building committee? Building fund? 
Architect? Contractor? The little church at 
Mochipapa (about 20 kilometers from 
Sikalongo) was built without any of these. 
Women cut thatching grass, men cut 
poles, and together they built their place 
of worship. They plan to burn bricks and 
build a more permanent structure when 
they have raised enough money. In the 
meantime they worship joyfully in their 
humble circumstances to the God of both 
rich and poor. 
On January 21,1 drove in the driving 
rain to attend the opening service. You 
will notice that I drove, but 2 young men 
walked about 15 kilometers from Choma 
in that same rain to attend that same ser-
vice. In their rain-soaked clothing they 
waited three hours for the service to begin 
(a delay caused by the rain) and still 
enjoyed the 2 1/2 hour service. What a 
challenge! Pray for this small group of 
believers. • 






W. Edward Rickman 
has accepted the office of 
President of Vennard Col-
lege in University Park, Iowa, 
and therefore has resigned as 
the Execu t ive Direc tor of 
Stewardship for the Brethren 
in Christ Church. Vennard is a 
Bible college, from which both 
Ed and his wife Martha gradu-
ated. 
Ed has served in the stew-
ardship office 
since mid-





to assume his 
new respon-
sibi l i t ies at 
Vennard in mid-October. 
A search committee has 
begun the process of seeking 
a rep lacement . Names of 
potential candidates or other 
inquiries may be sent to War-
ren Hoffman, General Secre-
tary, P.O. Box 290, Grantham, 
PA 17027. 
Brubaker begins 
MCC Peace and 
Justice assign-
ment 
Phil Brubaker, of 
Baltimore, Md., is 
beg inn ing a two-
year MCC assign-
ment in Akron, Pa., 
where he will work as an 
administrative assistant for 
Peace and Justice Ministries. 
He previously served in the 
MCC SALT program in Zim-
babwe. 
Brubaker received a bache-
lor's degree in Chris-
tian education from 
Messiah College in 
Gran tham, Pa. He 
was last employed 
with Beans and Bread 
Homeless Outreach 
in Baltimore. 
He is a member of 
the Fairview Brethren in Christ 
Church in Englewood, Ohio, 
and is affiliated with North 
Baltimore Mennonite Church. 
His parents are Lucy and 
Samuel Brubaker of Arcanum, 
Ohio. 
CALENDAR 
OF REGIONAL AND GENERAL CONFERENCE EVENTS 
Board meetings are held at Grantham, Pa., unless otherwise noted. For 
more information, contact the denominational office, P.O. Box 290, Grantham, 
Pa. 17027; plione (717) 697-2634. 
Oct. 3-6 Orientation for New Pastors 
Oct. 7-8 Leadership Council 
Oct. 18-19 Messiah College Homecoming 
Dec. 27-30 YouthQuest '96: "Dream Big-Live 
Large"—Tamiment, Pa. 
1997 
Jan. 6-12 Mennonite World Conference— 
Calcutta, India 
Jan. 13-19 International Brethren in Christ 
Fellowship—Bihar. India 
May 17 Messiah College Commencement, 
Grantham, Pa. 
Allegheny Conference 
"Celebration of Freedom was the 
July 3 Wednesday evening theme at 
the Antrim church, Chambersburg, 
Pa., with music, food, fellowship, 
all shared under a big tent on the 
church lawn. • The Fairview Ave. 
women, Waynesboro, Pa., hosted 
five summer 45-minute prayer-in-
the-park sessions at Red Run Park, 
with playground time for the chil-
dren. • On July 21 the youth of the 
Five Forks church, Waynesboro, 
gave the musical, "The Artrageous 
Adventure," based on the music of 
S teven Curt is Chapman . • Five 
youth and four adults from the Hol-
lowell church, Waynesboro, went to 
Jamaica July 8-22 to build a home 
and m a k e f r i e n d s . • T h e I r o n 
Springs church, Fairfield, Pa., set 
VBS for July 21-25. 
Two persons were baptized July 
21 into the fellowship of the Mar-
tinsburg. Pa., church. The senior 
high class donated $250 to start a 
parking lot paving fund. Rebecca 
Herr spent time at Navajo Mission 
this summer. • Five adults and 19 
youth of the Mt. Rock church, Ship-
pensburg, Pa., went to Haiti July 8-
15. • Youth of the New Guilford 
church, Chambersburg, Pa., held six 
prayer meet ings to support their 
f r i ends in Nicaragua in July and 
August. Twenty-eight young read-
ers "went for the gold" in summer 
reading Olympics. 
Atlantic Conference 
T h e C i r c l e of H o p e c h u r c h 
planting, Philadelphia, Pa., had love 
feast day July 21 with baptism, fel-
lowship, dinner and communion , 
and worship: "a party for everyone 
to celebrate being family in Christ." 
• Steve Schwartz of Paxton Street 
Home spoke July 28 to the Cross 
Roads congregation, Mount Joy, Pa. 
• Fourteen youth and adults of the 
Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa., 
participated with summer missions 
teams. • VBS at the Free Grace 
c h u r c h , M i l l e r s b u r g , P a . , w a s 
"Camp Courageous." The congre-
gation enjoyed unstructured fellow-
ship times on Saturday nights this 
summer. •> Dale Singer and Norma 
Hoist were July guest speakers for 
the Hempfield congregation, Lan-
caster, Pa. 
"Kingdom of the Son: A Prayer 
Safa r i " was the July 22-26 VBS 
theme at the Lancaster, Pa., church. 
• In July the p reschool Sunday 
school and worship departments of 
the Manor church, Mountville, Pa., 
sent $ 4 5 0 to B r e t h r e n in Chr i s t 
World Missions for missionary chil-
dren in India, Thailand, and Zam-
b ia . • T h i s s u m m e r t he M o n -
toursville, Pa., congregat ion sur-
prised Pastor Herrfort with a party 
h o n o r i n g h i s g r a d u a t i o n f r o m 
Emmanue l Bible Co l l ege wi th a 
Bachelor of Theology degree . • 
The Mt. Pleasant church, Mt. Joy, 
Pa., held VBS July 22-26. • On 
July 14, the New Hope congrega-
tion, Harrisburg, Pa., said goodbye 
to Warren H o f f m a n as bishop. A 
picnic was included in the day. • 
Harvey Sider spoke July 7 on "The 
Joy of Lavish Love" to the New Joy 
church, Akron, Pa. 
On July 24 Chad and E la ine 
( Z o o k ) W r i g h t s p o k e to t he 
Palmyra, Pa., congregation about 
their service in Japan. • Twenty 
guests from Youth With A Mission 
( Y W A M ) p r e s e n t e d the O w e n s 
musical "Heal Our Land" on July 7 
to the Pequea congregation, Lan-
cas te r , Pa. . • The R e f t o n , Pa . , 
c h u r c h h o s t e d t he C o n t i n e n t a l 
Singers Aug. 8 in the family l ife 
center. The kids' musical "Words" 
was presented July 21 at the church 
retreat at Black Rock. • The Sil-
verdale. Pa., church welcomed five 
new members on July 14. • On July 
20 a mission team from the Skyline 
View church, Harrisburg, Pa., left 
for St. Croix to assist Y W A M for 
10 days directing a camp for 75-100 
children. 
Canadian Conference 
On July 14 the Bertie congrega-
tion, Stevensville, Ont., planned a 
barbecue on the lawn followed by a 
praise and worship service. • The 
summer Sunday schedule at the Bri-
dlewood church, Agincourt, Ont., 
featured 9 a.m. continental break-
fast and 10 a.m. worship with chil-
d ren ' s church. • On July 20 the 
Cheaps ide congrega t ion , Nant i -
coke, Ont., had their third annual pig 
roast with games. • Paul Storms 
was the June 30 guest speaker at the 
Cross Roads church, Guelph, Ont. 
• Carol and Charlie Reed led a spe-
cial service July 5 for the Delisle. 
Sask., congregation. A board and 
spouses retreat was planned for Aug. 
17. 
T h e y o u t h of the He i s e Hi l l 
church, Gormley , Ont . , hosted a 
"grand barbecue" on July 21 with 
proceeds going toward YouthQuest 
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'96 expenses. The church has begun 
a youth mentoring program. • July 
guest speakers at the Massey Place 
church, Saskatoon, Sask., were Russ 
Ebano l , John He in , and R e u b e n 
Baerg. • Paul and Audry Eberhard 
gave a missions presentation Aug. 
25 for the Oak Ridges, Ont., con-
gregation. • The Orchard Creek 
church, St. Catharines, Ont., saw the 
six-week video series this summer, 
"Hope Has Its Reasons" by Rebecca 
Pippert. 
T h e P o r t C o l b o r n e , O n t . , 
church planned a family campout 
for July 26-28 at Byng Park. • Five 
persons were baptized in late June 
into the fe l lowship of the Ridge-
m o u n t c o n g r e g a t i o n , H a m i l t o n , 
Ont. • On the evening of July 7 the 
Rosebank congregation, Petersburg, 
Ont., had a singing and salvation 
testimony service. VBS was Aug. 
12-16. • T h e S h e r k s t o n , On t . , 
church has dec ided to adopt the 
Kingswood congregat ion. Barrie, 
Ont., by supplying finances, prayer, 
and friendship support. The youth 
of Sherkston went on a painting mis-
sion July 14-20 at Paxton Street 
Home, Pa. 
On July 18, 25 peop le of the 
Springvale, Ont., church participat-
ed in a service of fasting and prayer 
for the healing of Pastor Silvestro. • 
The young people of the Wainfleet, 
Ont., church planned canoe trips in 
July at Algonquin Park. • "Around 
the World with Jesus" was the VBS 
theme July 22-26 fo r g rades 1-6 
children of the Westheights church. 
Kitchener, Ont. 
Central Conference 
On July 12-13, a number of men 
from the Amherst church, Massil-
lon, Ohio, attended Promise Keepers 
in Pittsburgh, Pa. The congregation 
dona ted suppl ies to the back- to -
school p r o g r a m of the Sa lva t ion 
Army. • On July 21 the Ashland, 
Ohio, church enjoyed the ministry 
of New Light f rom Messiah Col-
lege. • On July 21 the Eberhards 
spoke of their pastoral training min-
istry in Honduras to the Beu lah 
Chapel congregation, Springfield, 
Ohio. Pastor Atlee Hershberger ' s 
f ina l m e s s a g e was Aug . 4. • A 
teacher apprec ia te b reakfas t was 
planned for Aug. 24 at the Chris-
tian Union church, Garrett, Ind. 
T e e n s f r o m the L a k e v i e w 
church , Goodr ich , Mich . , took a 
wilderness adventure in Wisconsin 
July 29—Aug. 4. On July 7 Alan 
Novack shared about his jail chap-
laincy through Forgotten Man Min-
istries. • On July 6 Teens for Christ 
presented "The Ride" at the Moore-
town church, Sandusky, Mich. VBS 
was Aug. 5-9. • A farewell meal 
and program were held July 28 at 
the N a p p a n e e , Ind . , chu rch fo r 
Joyce and Glenn Ginder. • Former 
attenders of the Northgate fellow-
ship, T i p p Ci ty , Ohio ( fo rmer ly 
Phoneton) organized a reunion for 
July 28. • Alvan and Ardys Thuma 
of the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congre-
gation celebrated 50 years of mar-
riage with an open house on July 6. 
Mike and Sherry Holland spoke the 
message July 21. • Fred Holland 
was guest speaker June 30 and July 
7 at the W o o s t e r , Oh io , church 
planting. 
Midwest Conference 
A "Fit for the King" women ' s 
exercise group met in the summer 
at the Abi lene , Kan. , church . • 
Seven youth and two adults of the 
Bethany church, Thomas , Okla. , 
attended Youth Camp in Colorado 
Springs July 15-19. • On July 14 
the Rosebank congrega t ion had 
their annual worship and picnic at 
Herington Lake. The church hosted 
a meeting July 24 for those interest-
ed in active involvement in Kansans 
fo r Li fe . • The Sand ia church , 
Albuquerque, N.M., sponsored the 
Midwest Women ' s Retreat Sept. 6-
8 on "Laughter : G o d ' s Tonic for 
Christian Women" featuring Linda 
Riley. • Paul and Audry Eberhard 
brought the missions message July 
14 at the Zion church, Abilene. 
Pacific Conference 
O a k s A v e n u e P roduc t i ons , a 
ministry of the Chino, Calif, church, 
presented "All Things to All Men" 
on Aug. 4, a biographical d rama 
based on the life of Paul. • Several 
members of the Pacific Highway 
church, Salem, Ore., attended the 
M u l t n o m a h c a m p m e e t i n g June 
30—July 7 in Portland. • On Aug. 
4 the Upland, Calif . , church had 
"Sunday Night Live," a talent night 
complete with ice cream and cook-
ies. • Five persons were baptized 
July 21 into the fellowship of the 
Walnut , Calif. , church. The con-
gregation has received a $200 grant 
f r o m the Board for Bro the rhood 
C o n c e r n s to cove r e x p e n s e s for 
cooking meals for people outside the 
church who have experienced per-
sonal loss. 
Southeast Conference 
The H i g h l a n d Park chu rch , 
Dublin, Va., hosted step aerobics 
classes this summer. • On July 21, 
three persons were baptized and one 
other received into membership at 
the Holden Park church, Orlando, 
Fla. • The Rolling Acres church, 
M c M i n n v i l l e , T e n n . , r e c e n t l y 
padded their pews. The youth went 
on a trip to Lake Winnepasaukah 
near Chattanooga. 
Susquehanna Conference 
On July 7 the Big Valley con-
gregation, Belleville, Pa., enjoyed a 
concer t by the w o m e n ' s quar te t 
f rom Allegheny Wesleyan College. 
The V B S theme July 22-26 was 
"More Than Gold." • On July 21 
the Carlisle, Pa., church had a pig 
roast and report f rom the Habitat 
summer project workers. Shelley 
Wingert was summer intern July 7-
12 from James Madison Universi-
ty. • Pastor Letner of the Cedar 
Grove church, Mif f l in town, Pa., 
looked at the topic of divorce and 
remarriage on July 28 as part of his 
you-asked-for-it sermon series. • 
The librarian of the Jemison Val-
ley church, Westf ie ld , Pa., spon-
sored "summer reading Olympics" 
through Aug. 4. 
T h e L o c u s t G r o v e c h u r c h , 
York, Pa., hosted the Strong and 
Courageous Club for kids on four 
August Wednesdays. • July 14 was 
Pastor Ralph and Sylvia Hock 's last 
Sunday at the Marsh Creek church, 
H o w a r d , Pa. • John and Ka thy 
Brubaker, living in Thailand, spoke 
to the Messiah Village congrega-
tion July 9. The Big Valley Men ' s 
C h o r u s sang on Ju ly 21. • The 
junior and senior high groups of the 
R e d l a n d V a l l e y c h u r c h , Y o r k 
Haven, Pa., enjoyed beach trips in 
July. 
Would you believe?... 
+ A correspondent sent April 
bulletins for the September issue? 
+ Some churches still don't use 
For the Record reporting forms ? 
+ Most correspondents don't 
highlight their bulletins. 
+ Some correspondents are 
doing everything right: highlight-
ing; stapling bulletins in date order; 
mailing so items are received in 
Nappanee before the first of each 
month; mailing monthly instead of 
quarterly, weekly, or biweekly. 
± , . v . i i m e n n e s 
1OO Years Ago 
Sept. 15, 1896—Editor Henry Davidson: "Well, our 
work in the Visitor office is drawing to a close, pre-
sumably forever. Only one more issue after this and we 
shall step out and off and someone else will take our 
place.... When first the project of a church paper was 
broached we advocated strongly that it should be 
owned and under the control of the church. But after 
nine years of experience we are led to think different. 
We do not wish to blame anyone, but we think today an 
association or publishing company, or an individual, 
would succeed better if left f ree to publish what a 
sound judgment and good common-sense directed by 
the Divine Master dictates; and we believe that the 
church will be better served and the cause more faith-
fully maintained than when a paper becomes the source 
of questionable subserviency." 
75 Years Ago 
Sept. 26, 1921—An article contrasted a Teacher 
Training course prepared by the Brethren in Christ 
Church and one offered by the State Sabbath School 
Association. "Our own text book is just as good, the 
diploma given is just as beautiful, even more beautiful, 
and the credit given for our own course is greater.... yet 
we realize there are those...who think that work taken 
elsewhere is better than that given by their own peo-
ple.... Carlyly said, 'It is hard for people to think that 
someone they know well may be made of finer clay 
than themselves.' In other words, it is natural for some 
people not to appreciate the work of their own denom-
ination, but to think that the work of other people is 
bet ter" 
UC UC1- continued on page 21 






by S. Lane Hostetter 
Lane Hostetter is Director of 
Planned Giving 
Cooperative Ministries 
Receipts, Year to Date January I-July 31 ,1996 
United States Canada 
1996 1995 1996 1995 
Proportionate 1.088.039 1.076.968 173.987 221.492 
Congregational 1,021,986 998,297 173,987 221,417 
Individual 66,053 78,671 0 0 
Designated and 
Direct Giving 290.080 323.013 8.375 4.276 
Congregational 150,628 192,425 
Individual 139,452 130,588 
Total to Date 1.378.119 1.399.981 182.362 225.768 
Total Budeet 3.781.056 3.735.410 472,000 510.000 
Received to Date 36.4% 37.4% 38.6% 44.2% 
There must be powerful reasons to 
avoid a will because so many die without 
one. Just in case you happen to be one of 
the 7 out of 10 persons who will depart 
without a will, here are five reasons to 
buttress your position. You can use these 
to help you sleep at night. 
1. The court can do a better job decid-
ing how to disburse your assets than you 
can. 
2. The court can choose a better per-
sonal representative to handle your estate 
during probate than you can. 
3. The court can choose a more caring 
guardian for your minor children than you 
can. 
4. The government will use your estate 
tax dollars more efficiently than your 
favorite charity would use a charitable 
bequest. 
5. Your grieving loved ones will be 
better off looking after your affairs with-
out your will. 
Powerful reasons? Hardly. Nonethe-
less, people unwittingly affirm these rea-
sons year after year as they continue to 
put off the minor inconvenience of mak-
ing a will. 
The Brethren in Christ Church urges 
you to take action now. Your family will 
appreciate it. The ministries you support 
will appreciate it. And you will appreciate 
the peace of mind you get from fulfilling 
one of your most important stewardship 
responsibilities. 
Like many people, you may be uncer-
tain about going to an attorney. But an 
attorney who specializes in estate plan-
ning knows the right questions to ask and 
the best ways to help you accomplish your 
goals. These professionals are well-
trained and nor-
mally are well 
worth the time 
and expense they 
cost. 
Caring for the 
disposition of 
your assets is just 
too important to 
delay. It's impor-
tant for you, for 
your loved ones, 
and for the min-
istries you may 
wish to support. 
A special offer 
The offer from the Board for Steward-
ship sent to each church a few months ago 
continues through 1996. As a special ben-
efit to you and as an encouragement to 
provide properly for your survivors and 
family or friends, the Stewardship Ser-
vices of the Brethren in Christ Church 
will underwrite assistance with your will 
preparation costs. To receive this assis-
tance, you must be over 21 and either 
have no will or have an outdated will that 
needs reviewing and/or changing. 
As a special benefit, we will pay 50 
percent of the cost of preparing a will, up 
to a maximum of $50 per household. For 
example, if your attorney's invoice is $75, 
we will reimburse you $37.50. If your 
attorney's invoice is $125, we will reim-
burse you $50. 
You may contact the Office of Planned 
Giving for a copy of work sheets entitled 
"Will and Estate Planning Information." 
A Planned Giving representative will 
make contact with you regarding consul-
tation. After receiving the worksheets, fol-
low the steps indicated on these sheets 
and go to the attorney of your choice to 
have your will drafted. If you do not have 
an attorney, feel free to contact our office 
and we will make arrangements to assist 
you and use one of the attorneys who is 
working in cooperation with the Planned 
Giving office. 
Request an invoice from your attorney 
that reflects the charges for preparing 
your will. Send a copy of the invoice and 
the reimbursement form to our office, and 
we will send a reimbursement check to 
you. 
A question 
Do I have to include charitable giving 
in my will? The answer is no. However, 
we strongly urge you to consider this area 
as a significant act of stewardship. Your 
own congregation and other Brethren in 
Christ ministries are worthy of your 
prayerful consideration. 
Write to: Office of Planned Giving 
Brethren in Christ Church 
P. O. Box 290 
Grantham, PA 17027 
or call: (717)697-2634 
Do it today! 




Black: Austin Weber, July 18; 
Chad and Ellen Black, Five Forks 
congregation, Pa. 
Cober: Craig Murray, June 18; 
Gerry and Gloria (Yantzi) Cober, 
Rosebank congregation, Ont. 
Flowers: Garret Edward, July 
23; Monte and Charlene (Meyer) 
Flowers, Nappanee congregation, 
Ind. 
Forsee: Rebecca Mae, July 28; 
John and Martha (Kindly) Forsee, 
Bethel congregation, Merrill, Mich. 
Heverly: Colleen Louise, June 
30; Tom and Kim (Rickard) Hever-
ly, Martinsburg congregation, Pa. 
Kopp: Jordan Daniel, May 31; 
Jay and Lucil le (Lauver) Kopp, 
Mount Pleasant congregation, Pa. 
Long: Rachel Marie, July 10; 
Barry and Kendra Long, Mechan-
icsburg congregation, Pa. 
Schmidt: Kirsten Violet, May 
15; Troy and Mel issa (Sedgley) 
Schmidt, Springvale congregation, 
Ont. 
Wilson: Austin Michael, June 
20; Jeff and Jennifer (Pittman) Wil-
son, Hempfield congregation, Pa. 
Yoder: Caleb Duncan, July 26; 
Jason and Traci (Murdock) Yoder, 
Bethany congregation, Okla. 
Weddings 
Albrecht - Licht i : J enn i f e r 
Anne, daughter of Robert and Anne 
Lichti. Tavistock, Ont., and Gavin 
James , son of Albert and Betty 
Albrecht, Petersburg, Ont., July 13, 
at Rosebank Brethren in Chris t 
Church with Rev. Trevor Main offi-
ciating. 
Bert - Moore: Lindsay Marie, 
d a u g h t e r of R o b e r t and Ca thy 
Moore, Upper Strasburg, Pa., and 
Scott Bradley, son of Carl and Thel-
ma Bert, Shippensburg, Pa., July 6, 
at Air Hill Brethren in Christ Church 
with Rev. Carl Bert officiating and 
Rev. Allan Mummert assisting. 
Bigler - Witter: Dena M. Wit-
ter, Shippensburg, Pa., and Martin 
L. Bigler, Chambersburg, Pa., July 
1, at the home of a friend, with Rev. 
John Weyman officiating. 
Bowers - Ebersole: Alta Eber-
sole, Mount Joy, Pa., and Robert 
Bowers, Elizabethtown, Pa., June 8, 
at Crossroads Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Dale Engle and 
Rev. Kenneth Bickel officiating. 
Buck - Anderson: Sara Noel, 
daugh te r of Edward and Helen 
Anderson, Hope, Kan., and Patrick 
Daniel, son of Daniel and Marlene 
Buck, Olathe, Kan., July 5, at Abi-
lene Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Robert Lister officiating. 
E i c h e l b e r g e r - S o u d e r s : 
Michelle Souders, McConnellsburg, 
Pa., and Danny Eichelberger, New-
burg, Pa. , July 20, at Mt. Rock 
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. 
Lloyd T. Zimmerman officiating. 
Gochenauer - Cressler: Patri-
cia S., daughter of David Cressler 
and Susan Haynes, Shippensburg, 
Pa., and Ray Jr., son of Ray and 
Linda Gochenauer, Chambersburg, 
Pa., July 13, at Air Hill Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. John L. 
Bundy officiating. 
Hofs te t ter - Diaz: Rachel le 
Elaine, daughter of Renee and Miri-
am Diaz, Susquehanna, Pa., and 
Kenneth Lamar Hofstetter, son of 
Oren and Naomi Hofstetter, Mt. Joy, 
Pa., June 8, at Mt. Pleasant Brethren 
in Christ Church with Rev. Ronald 
Piedmont and Rev. Jerel Book offi-
ciating. 
Answer key to 
"In the beginning..." (p. 31) 
(a) Numbers; (b) Ruth; 
(c) 1 Kings; (d) 1 Chronicles; 
(e) Ecclesiastes; (f) Song of 
Songs; (g) Lamentations; 
(h) Ezekiel; (i) Habakkuk; 
(j) Malachi; (k) Luke; 
(1) Hebrews; (m) 1 John. 
Hysert - Scholtens: Virginia 
Ann Holly, daughter of Albert and 
Thiel Scholtens, Nanticoke, Ont., 
and Robert Dale, son of Tim and 
Sue Hysert, Blackheart, Ont., June 
22, at Cheapside Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Albert Scholtens 
officiating. 
Johnson - Burkholder: Lucy, 
daughter of Alfred and Mary Grace 
Burkholder, Fayetteville, Pa., and 
Mark, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice 
Johnson, Hagerstown, Md., June 22, 
at Hickory Bridge Farms, with Rev. 
J. Edward Boring officiating. 
Mitchell - Ernst: Kristin Kath-
leen, daughter of Jim and Terry 
Ernst, Lancaster, Pa., and Patrick 
Alan , son of Doug and Gai l 
Mi tche l l , July 13, at Lancas te r 
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. 
Jim Ernst officiating. 
P r i n c e - H e n r y : R u b y Lee 
Henry and Melvin Franklin Prince 
Sr., June 28, at Van Lear Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Wilbur W. 
Benner officiating. 
Ramsey - Fritz: Lucinda R. 
Fritz, Chambersburg, Pa., and Jef-
frey A. Ramsey, Chambersburg, 
July 1, at the home of the groom, 




gational order now 
for the full-color 
1997 Brethren in 
Christ Family Activi-
ty Calendar. 
Order forms are in 
the 1996 Calendar, 
and they have also 
been mailed to all 




P.O. Box 189 
Nappanee, IN 
46550 
Or phone toll-free 
(800)253-9315. 
h.V, l i m e i i n e s 
50 Years Ago 
Sept. 9, 1946—Jesse F. Lady, in "Why People Need 
To Be Established in Holiness": "[Holiness] will give 
strength to develop strong personal convictions in the 
midst of a compromising world. A belief is what we 
hold to, but a conviction is what holds us.... It will 
enable people in every walk of life to render the great-
est possible service to a bruised and bleeding world. A 
well-trained mind plus holiness of heart will assure a 
humble, willing and effective service." 
25 Years Ago 
Sept. 25, 1971—John E. Zercher, in an editorial 
entitled "Caesar and God": "As citizens in a democra-
cy, sharing both the benefits and suffering the short-
comings , we also share the responsibi l i t ies . It ill-
behooves us to decry the condi t ions of the public 
schools, the moral deterioration of a community, the 
lack of justice and integrity if we stand aloof f rom 
those basic responsibilities of a citizen. If Christian 
parents take their chi ldren out of the local public 
schools, Christian teachers refuse to teach in them, 
and Christians refuse to serve on the school boards, it 
is not difficult to understand why our schools become 
moral wastelands." 
10 Years Ago 
September 1986—Five ar t ic les focused on the 
important ministry of the Sunday school. Among the 
points made by Elmer Towns in his article "The N E W 
Sunday school: How to use contemporary methods to 
reach today ' s people": "The Sunday school of the 
future must become the foundation of the church that 
g rounds bel ievers in doct r ine and godly l iving. . . . 
Growth-oriented Sunday schools that want to reach 
young adults should create special classes for them, 
because it is difficult for new members to penetrate into 
the fellowship circles of old classes.... The difference 
between mediocri ty and success in Sunday school 
teaching is involvement of the student in the learning 
process." 
September 1996 21 
Central American 
churches rally to help 
hurricane victims 
Nicaraguan, Costa Rican and Guate-
malan churches are rallying to help vic-
tims of Hurricane Cesar, which slammed 
into parts of Central America July 27 to 
28. Nicaragua and Costa Rica bore the 
brunt of the storm. 
In Nicaragua, the hurricane raged 
through the Caribbean lowlands, home to 
70 to 80 Anabaptist churches. The area's 
residents, mostly subsistence farmers, 
were harvesting the season's first rice, 
corn and beans. Nearly 70,000 acres of 
crops, valued at $24 million (U.S.), were 
destroyed. Additionally, 20,000 people 
had to flee their homes; property damages 
are estimated at $15 million. The Anabap-
tist Emergency Commission—consisting 
of representatives from various Mennon-
ite and Brethren in Christ groups in 
Nicaragua—will distribute $3,000 worth 
of supplies to meet immediate needs in 
the hardest-hit communities. 
In Costa Rica, Hurricane Cesar killed 
at least 40 people and damaged some 
3,000 houses, as well as roads, bridges, 
aqueducts, hospitals and schools. MCC's 
partner in Costa Rica—the interdenom-
inational Council of Churches for Emer-
gency and Reconstruction—has requested 
and will receive $3,000 to help transport 
food and supplies gathered by Costa Rican 
Christians to the affected areas. The Costa 
Rican Mennonite Church is also planning 
a response to the hurricane, with food and 
material aid purchased with MCC's help. 
MCC anticipates providing additional 
funds to help the Nicaraguan and Costa 
Rican Mennonite churches purchase seed 
for farmers who have lost their harvests, in 
the hope that the farmers will be able to 
plant a late winter crop. 
Contributions marked "Hurricane 
Cesar Relief' may be sent to MCC, P.O. 
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501, or to MCC 
Canada, 134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB 
R3T SK9. 
Obituaries 
Alderfer: Ardis W. Alderfer, 
born July 4, 1924, daughter of Bish-
op and Mrs . Ray I. W i t t e r of 
Navarre, Kan., died July 13. Pre-
ceding her in death was her hus-
band, Rev. Owen H. Alderfer. Sur-
viving are a son, Eric; a daughter, 
Jill A. Crider; four grandchildren; a 
brother, Paul Witter; and a sister, 
Dorothy Schrag. Ardis was gra-
ciously involved in church work 
most of her life with her husband 
Owen. She was a member of the 
Grantham, Pa., church where the 
service was held with Rev. Mary 
Jane Davis and Rev. Robert B. Ives 
o f f i c i a t i n g . I n t e r m e n t was in 
Grantham Memorial Park. 
C o v e r d a l e : Dona ld Char le s 
Coverdale, born Oct. 9, 1928, son 
of Karl and Zella Coverdale, died 
July 10. Preceding him in death was 
a daughter, Tracey Joy. Surviving 
are his wife, Joyce; four children, 
Marvin, Randy, Karen Traver, and 
Lloyd; four brothers, George, Jack, 
Allen, and Glen; and four sisters, 
Hilda Bousfield, Lena Bousfield, 
Phyllis Marr, and Grace Huffman. 
Donald was a witnessing member 
of the Wainfleet, Ont., congregation. 
Services were held at the church 
with Rev. Charles Mashinter offici-
ating. Interment was in Maple Lawn 
Cemetery. 
Cross: Zelma Smith Cross, born 
Oct. 28, 1913, daughter of Samuel 
and Alice Keefer, died July 18. Pre-
ceding her in death were her hus-
band, Ernest Watson; four brothers; 
and a sister. Surviving are her hus-
band, Lee Cross; 2 sons, Dewey and 
Daniel Watson; 2 daughters, Ruth 
Ann Miller and Nancy McElvoy; 12 
grandchildren; 3 great-grandchil-
dren; and a sister, Alice Haas. Zelma 
was ac t ive in the W C T U and a 
member of the Mooretown congre-
gation, Mich. The funeral was held 
at the church with Rev. Jay Sheets 
and Rev. Melvin Stauffer officiat-
ing. Interment was in Moore Town-
ship Cemetery. 
Dunn: Elsie Evelyn Dunn, born 
Mar. 15, 1919, in Smithville, Tenn., 
died June 25. Preceding her in death 
were her husband, Silas Dunn; and a 
son, J immy. Surv iv ing are two 
daughters, Barbara Vandergriff and 
Beatrice Owens; three grandchil-
dren; three great-grandchildren; a 
brother, Eugene Moore; and a sister, 
Lillian Rigsby. Elsie was a retired 
grocery store owner and operator. 
She was a member of the Pomeroy 
Chapel congregation, Tenn. The ser-
vice was held at Walker Funeral 
Home with Rev. Larry R. Steffee 
and Rev. Royce Moore officiating. 
Interment was in Dekalb Memorial 
Gardens. 
Eisenhour: Dorothy E. Eisen-
hour, born Dec. 9, 1922, daughter 
of Edward and Mary Miller Moyer, 
died July 9. Her spouse, John H. 
Eisenhour, preceded her in death. 
Surviving are three children, John 
E., Dorothy Garman, and Joanne 
Rhine; six grandchildren; four great-
grandchildren; four brothers, Clark, 
Kenneth , David , and Lawrence 
Moyer; and a sister, Thelma East-
man. Dorothy had been an employ-
ee at Hesteco Dress Factory and a 
resident of Messiah Village since 
1993. She was a member of the Sky-
line View congregation. Pa., where 
the funeral was held with Rev. John 
J. Reitz officiating. Interment was 
in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. 
Heisey: Lista M. Heisey, born 
Feb. 22, 1896, in Clarence Center, 
N.Y., died July 22. Preceding her in 
death was her husband, Rev. C. Ray 
Heisey. Surviving are 4 children, 
Eleanor Lehman, Thelma Book, 
Chester Heisey, and Joyce Hostetler; 
10 grandchildren; 10 great-grand-
children; and a sister, Melba Steck-
ley. Lista was a loyal member of the 
Brethren in Christ Church for 89 
years and a help in the ministry of 
her husband for 60 years. The funer-
al was held at the Upland, Calif., 
church with Rev . A. Grayb i l l 
Brubaker officiating. Interment was 
in Bellevue Mausoleum. 
Kreider: Herbert H. Kreider, 
born Aug. 6, 1904, son of Henry and 
Katie Hoffman Kreider, died July 
15. Preceding him in death was his 
wife, Emma H. (Brubaker). Surviv-
ing are his wife, Ruth (Lauver Gantz); 
a son, H. Dale; three daughters, 
Nancy J. Hoke, Barbara Nissley, 
and Kathryn Kreider; a stepdaugh-
ter, Linda K. Hetrick; six grandchil-
dren; two stepgrandchildren; five 
great-grandchildren; and two sisters, 
Mary C. K r e i d e r and Anna K. 
Engle. Herbert had been a farmer. 
He resided at Messiah Village since 
1994. At the Palmyra, Pa., church 
where he was a member, he served 
as a Sunday school teacher, and 
board and building committee mem-
ber. The funeral was held at Palmyra 
with Rev. Louis Cober and Rev. J. 
Robert Lehman officiating. Inter-
ment was in Gravel Hill Cemetery. 
Lawyer: John L. Lawyer, born 
June 15, 1920, son of John M. and 
Emma Carbaugh Lawyer, died June 
25. Surviving are his wife, Dorothy 
E. (Poe); three children, Robert L., 
Rodney A., and Virginia E. Made-
ria; two grandchildren; and a sister, 
Esther Koons. John was employed 
as a mechanic at Letterkenny for 29 
years , and worked six years at 
Franklin Learning Center. He was 
an Army veteran of WWII. The 
funeral was held at the Chambers-
burg, Pa., church where he was a 
member, with Rev. Stuart Kelly 
officiating. Interment was in Air Hill 
Cemetery. 
Martin: Luetta Martin, born 
Feb. 4, 1917, daughter of Albert and 
Virgie Hurley Keeseman, died June 
29. Preceding her in death were her 
husband. Ralph Etter; and a son, 
Larry Etter. Surviving are her hus-
band, Mervin Martin; and a son, 
Roy Etter . Luet ta was a fo rmer 
member of the Antrim congregation. 
Pa. The funeral was held at the 
church with Rev. John Hoffman and 
Rev. Wi lbu r Benner , and Rev . 
Joseph Martin officiating. Interment 
was in Browns Mill Cemetery. 
Resconsin: Dorothy M. Rescon-
sin, born Nov. 5, 1904, daughter of 
Will iam and Susie Walk Miller, 
died July 3. Her husband, Robert B. 
Resconsin, preceded her in death. 
Surviving are two sons, Robert M. 
and James A.; eight grandchildren; 
seven great-grandchildren; and two 
sisters, Eloise Olson and Eileen 
Teleky. Dorothy had resided at Mes-
siah Village since 1989. She was a 
member of the Clear Creek congre-
gation, Pa. The funeral service was 
held at the S. Gerald Weaver Funer-
al Home with Rev. Kenneth E. 
Mackie officiating. Interment was 
in Dry Hill Cemetery. 
White: Daisy Irene White, born 
Aug. 30, 1919, died June 29. Sur-
viving are her husband. Paul White; 
a daughter; two sons; and a number 
of grandchildren and great-grand-
children. She was a member of the 
Van Lear congregation, Md. Ser-
vices were held at the Minnich 
Funeral Home with Rev. Wilbur W. 
Benner officiating. Interment was in 
Rose Hill Cemetery. 
Yoder: John Daniel Yoder, born 
May 4, 1908, son of Daniel J. and 
Lydia Zook Yoder, died June 29. 
Preceding him in death were his 
wife, Mary H. (Peachey); and a son, 
Daniel J. Surviving are four chil-
dren, Rachel Weaver, Lydia Yoder, 
John H., and David J.; and a sister, 
Mattie Peachey. John had been a 
farmer and carpenter, and worked 
for a road crew for 12 years. He was 
a member of the Big Valley congre-
gation, Pa., where the funeral was 
held with Rev. Gerald Peachey and 
Rev. Herman H. Weaver officiating. 
Interment was in Locust Grove 
Cemetery. 






In recent months, the history and 
teachings of the Brethren in Christ 
Church were reviewed and celebrated on 
four occasions sponsored by the Brethren 
in Christ Historical Society. 
At Messiah College on May 6, Dale Brown, a Church of the Brethren his-
torian and theologian, spoke on Pietism in 
afternoon and evening sessions. Brown 
appeared under the auspices of the Center 
for Brethren in Christ Studies, which is 
sponsored jointly by the Historical Soci-
ety and Messiah College. 
On June 2, the fifteenth annual wor-ship service was held at the primary 
historical landmark of the denomination, 
the Ringgold Brethren in Christ Church in 
Ringgold, Md. The service was led by 
Isaiah B. Harley. David Brubaker direct-
ed congregational singing. Several remi-
nisced on spiritual blessings and memo-
ries associated with the Ringgold church. 
In his sermon John Yeatts, of the Mes-
siah College religion faculty, emphasized 
the importance of biblical nonresistance 
in the witness of the church. Then, 
observing the traditional Old Order River 
Brethren practice, Harold Wenger, a 
member of that fellowship, responded to 
the sermon. 
The Ringgold church 
was built in 1871. Begin-
ning in 1966, C. O. Wit-
t l inger, then church 
archivist, was influential in 
having it restored. The 
property was transferred to 
the Brethren in Christ 
Church in 1988 to be 
maintained as a historical 
site. 
On June 15, several hundred people repre-
senting three historically 
related groups—the Unit-
ed Zion Church, the Old 
Order River Brethren, and 
the Brethren in Christ— 
Myron Dietz and his wife Lois (left) are talking with Morris and Leone Sider 
following the Heritage service at the Ringgold Meetinghouse. 
joined in fellowship and worship at the 
Samuel Conley farm near Salunga, Pa. In 
the afternoon, some visited area cemeter-
ies, churches, and homes of historical sig-
nificance to the three groups. 
In the evening, a large number gath-
ered on the lawn at the Conley farm for a 
fellowship meal, hosted by the Old Order 
River Brethren. After the meal, Harvey 
Sider of the Brethren in Christ Church 
led a prayer of thanks. 
At 7:00 a congregation representing 
the three churches filled the Conley barn 
for a fellowship service. S. Lane Hostet-
ter, president of the Historical Society, 
was in charge. After congregational 
singing in the River Brethren mode, R. 
Donald Shafer of the Brethren in Christ 
Church brought a devotional meditation. 
Three speakers described what it 
meant to join as new members of their 
respective churches: Steve Scott, Old 
Order; Elmer Weaver, United Zion; and 
Joanne Henry, Brethren in Christ. After 
hats were passed for the offering, the 
group sang in German, with the aid of 
song sheets. Three women spoke on what 
it meant to be a woman in her church: 
Lavina Redcay, United Zion; Emma 
Sauder, Old Order; and Jeanette Dourte, 
Brethren in Christ. 
The evening sermon, on obedience, 
was preached by Carl Eberly of the Unit-
ed Zion Church. Responders were 
Howard Meyers, Old Order, and John 
Schock, Brethren in Christ. The meeting 
closed with singing "Blest Be the Tie 
That Binds" and final remarks and prayer 
by E. Morris Sider, Brethren in Christ 
archivist. 
On August 7, the Historical Society met during the Brethren in Christ 
General Conference at Azusa, Calif. 
Speakers described the lives and min-
istries of several former 
missionaries to India: 
Henry and Katie Smith, by 
Leoda Buckwalter; Amos 
and Nellie Dick, by 
William Hoke; Erma Hare, 
by Erma Sider; and Charles 
and Kathryn Engle, by 
Harvey Sider. This session 
was chaired by Arthur M. 
Climenhaga, honorary 
president of the Historical 
Society. 
Part of the group enjoying 
the fellowship meal at the 
Conley farm on June 15 






Looking at "Encouragement" 
My nervous system has recovered. 
Mostly. A few weeks ago on a perfect 
Indiana summer afternoon, I watched 
my ten-year-old son Phillip play soccer. 
Phillip's team had advanced in the play-
offs to their league semifinal game and 
their confidence level was high. You 
could hardly blame them for this as they 
had soundly beaten another team just a 
few days before and were coming into 
this match undefeated. Their green-shirt-
ed opponen ts had only a mediocre 
record and were clearly underdogs. 
I quickly discovered, however, that 
the "green team" had one significant 
advantage. Having arrived at the game 
site late, the only place left for me to 
unfold my lawn chair was in the midst of 
a group of parents and grandparents I 
did not know. You guessed it, I sat right 
in the middle of the opposition's cheer-
ing section. This is hardly noteworthy 
in itself except for the fact that I ended 
up sitting next to a woman I will not 
soon forget. From the first kick to the 
final whistle, my ears were assaulted 
with the shrill and irritatingly insistent 
(read "LOUD"!) urgings of this zealous 
mom. For a solid hour my hearty neigh-
bor cheered and exhorted expressions 
such as "Go green!"; "Come on let's 
help each other"; "Good kick"; "You can 
do it!"; "Good stop, goa l ie !" ; "All 
right!"; etc. By the end of the game, my 
ears were ringing and I was as close to 
shell-shock as I ever want to get. 
Admittedly, the dear lady got on my 
nerves, but eventually my annoyance 
turned into a grudging respect. In spite 
of my not being able to appreciate her 
style, she was an effective encourager. 
This lady cheered, not just for her own 
son, but for the whole team with equal 
gusto. By the way, her son's team defeat-
ed Phillip's team in an upset, 2 to 1. Did 
she deserve some of the credit? The kids 
she cheered for caught her enthusiasm 
and it meant a great deal to them. 
We all need massive doses of encour-
agement. Actress Celeste Holm was 
quoted on one occasion as saying, "We 
live by encouragement , and we die 
[inwardly] without it—slowly, sadly, 
angrily." For this reason we are com-
manded by God to encourage one anoth-
er. God gives to all of us in the family of 
God the responsibility of encourage-
ment. Near the end of Paul's first letter to 
the dynamic church at Thessalonica, he 
directs them and all believers to "encour-
age one another and build each other up" 
(1 Thess. 5:11, NASB). The writer of 
Hebrews adds, "...let us consider how to 
stimulate one another to love and good 
deeds, not forsaking our own assembling 
together, as is the habit of some, but 
encouraging one another..." (Hebrews 
10:24-25, NASB). 
"Encourage" is from the Greek para-
kaleo/parakalein, a form of the word 
parakletos used by Jesus of the Holy 
Spirit in John 14:16. The root meaning 
has to do with someone coming along 
side to give help to another and is some-
times translated in the New Testament as 
"admonish," "exhort," "entreat," "con-
sole," "comfort," or "teach." In the above 
passages, parakaleo describes the help-
ing activity of one Christian building up 
another in Christ. 
I checked with Webster and found 
that "encourage" means "to inspire with 
courage, to give support or hope; heart-
en, to spur on, stimulate, to give help." 
Greek scholar William Barclay points 
out that the ancient Greeks used the 
word parakalein to describe the words 
used by leaders to spur others on to 
noble deeds and high thoughts—and, I 
would add, to keep hope alive. Encour-
agement is the work of putting "courage 
into the faint-hearted" and making "a 
very ordinary man cope gallantly with a 
perilous and a dangerous situation" (Bar-
clay, New Testament Words, p. 221). 
Charles Swindoll defines encouragement 
as a "courage transfusion." 
Jonathan is a classic example of an 
encourager in the Old Testament. First 
Samuel 23:16 says that "Jonathan, Saul's 
son, arose and went to David at Horesh 
and encouraged him in God." The 
Hebrew word translated "encouraged" 
has in it the idea of putting strength into 
someone's hands or arms so they can 
resist pressure or attack. Jonathan passed 
along fresh courage and new strength to 
a scared David who was being hunted 
down by Saul. In the New Testament, 
the name Barnabas is synonymous with 
encouragement. Acts 11:23 attests to the 
fact that Barnabas encouraged the Chris-
tians at Antioch "with resolute heart to 
remain true to the Lord." Barnabas also 
took a young John Mark under his wing 
and encouraged him after a failed mis-
sionary experience. Humanly speaking, 
John Mark's life turned around and he 
went on to write the gospel of Mark. 
Be an encourager! We are never more 
Christ-like than when we give ourselves 
to this ministry. Focus your encourage-
ment upon those with whom you have 
established close relationships. By the 
way, don't think that is automatic. You 
know with whom I 'm the closest? My 
wife and three children. You know who 
have too often been the last to get en-
couragement from me? My wife and 
three children. When did you last give 
encouragement to your mate? Because 
you took time to understand his or her 
fear, you stepped in and extended a state-
ment of strength. What about your chil-
dren or a very close friend? 
Let me briefly remind you of four 
practical techniques to encourage some-
one else. All four can communicate love 
and support and lead to hope, healing, 
clarity, and strength. 
1. Through loving and supportive 
words expressed verbally or in written 
form. "Death and life are in the power of 
the tongue" (Proverbs 18:21. See also 
Proverbs 10:19-21; 12:17-18). Larry 
Crabb, in his fine book Encouragement: 
The Key to Caring writes, "It is a mis-
take to think of encouragement as a set 
of specific words or phrases. Encour-
agement depends less on which words 
we use than the motivation behind them. 
Words that encourage are inspired by 
love and directed toward fear." Jonathan 
encouraged David because he really 
loved him. David didn't hide his fears 
from Jonathan and Jonathan didn't hide 
his love for his friend. Jonathan surely 
expressed his love in words and by his 
presence, and David was encouraged. 
2. Through spending time together 
with another person. When you take 
time to be with, to listen to, and to 
understand a discouraged person, a con-
nection of the soul takes place and en-
couragement and healing begins. 
3. Through appropr ia te physical 
touch. 
4. Through financial help. Is there 
someone you know in need of financial 
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encouragement? A student facing a new 
semester or a young couple up against 
it? Encourage generously! 
The ministry of encouragement is 
essential in our homes and churches. If 
we fail to encourage one another there, it 
is doubtful we will find it anywhere else. 
Celes te Holm is r ight . We live by 
encouragement and we die without it. 
Songwriter Ken Medema expresses 
this well in his song, "If This is Not A 
Place." 
If this is not a place where tears are 
understood, 
Then where shall I go to cry? 
And if this is not a place where my 
spirit can take wings, 
Then where shall I go to fly? 
If this is not a place where my ques-
tions can be asked, 
Then where shall I go to seek? 
And if this is not a place where my 
heart can be heard. 
Where, tell me, where shall I go to 
speak? 
So if this is not a place where tears 
are understood. 
Where shall I go, where shall I go to 
fly? 
Rick Mailloux lives near Goshen, Ind. 
j^iecipleship for the 21st Century 
It is a truism that marriage is important, and that the dura-
bility of marriage and the wholesale functioning of family are 
essential to the well-being of individuals and the society. 
At this time in our history, it is a stark reality that the insti-
tutions we call marriage end family are under severe stress, 
even under siege by forces that would undermine them. 
I wish to add the voice of this column clearly to those calling 
for strength and permanence in marriage commitments. The 
present and the future call urgently for return to biblical norms 
of commitment and permanence in marriage relationships. How 
often we forget that the best in marriage can be realized only in 
the context of exclusivity and permanence of commitment. Thus 
we try to make marriage successful while withholding the most 
important ingredients of success. 
I recently attended a wedding in which the ceremony was 
conducted by James Ernst. Pastor Ernst's comments seemed 
worthy of the attention of the readers of the Visitor. With his per-
mission, I present the following condensation of his wedding 
homily. (Samuel M. Brubaker, column editor) 
For the durability of marriage 
The passage we have just heard (Ephesians 5:21-33) is so 
significant at a time like this: a passage that speaks of your love 
for each other; a passage that speaks about Christ's love for the 
church. There are big things in this passage. We could talk 
about those big things: Christian marriage is a picture of the 
love of Christ for his Church; the sacrificial nature of Christ's 
love for the Church and how we are to model that in marriage; 
mutual submission in marriage—the opportunity for each to 
serve the other, not for one to lord it over the other. 
But I know you already know those big things, so I want to 
talk to you about some small things that have a large role to 
play in the success or failure of a marriage. In a hurricane, it's 
not always the great winds that cause the destruction. Fre-
quently, it's the rains that precede the great winds, perhaps even 
soft, gentle rains, coming continuously, softening the earth, 
which then gives way when the winds become strong. In the 
same way, often it's not the big things which cause a marriage 
to fall apart, but the small things which weaken a marriage. Let 
me remind you of some of them. 
1. Don't try to change each other. It's doomed to failure. 
You can only change another person by changing yourself. If 
you want your mate to change, change yourself. Then your 
mate, because he or she is in relationship with you, will 
change. 
2. Say "I love you" and say it often. Sometimes we get 
accustomed to it and say it often, but too casually. Say it at 
unexpected times. We all like to hear it. Say it with meaning. 
Look for ways to serve each other. Share chores, and at times 
do one another's chores, especially if the partner dislikes the 
task assigned. It's a great way to say "I love you." 
3. Talk, talk, talk. There's probably nothing better you can 
do for your marriage than to talk to each other. Even when you 
think everything's been said, more will come to mind and you 
need to talk some more. Don't ever tire of talking. 
4. Keep your bed for loving each other and for sleep. Don't 
argue in bed. If you must talk out a disagreement, get up and 
go elsewhere to deal with it. 
5. Look for the best in each other. This is a day when we all 
look our best, but there will be times when you may find it dif-
ficult to see the best in each other. Look for the best, because 
it's still there—it's always there. And when you see it, com-
ment appreciatively. Accept each other as you are, as you are 
in Christ. Admire each other. You'll go a long way in raising 
each other's esteem if you admire the other in the presence of 
other people. Say in the presence of others, "she did such a 
great job" or "he is so good at that." Your mate's friends may 
be amazed. This will go a long way toward building each other 
up. 
6. Adapt to each other. You don't know it now, but you've 
got a lot of adapting to do. You'll find lots of little things done 
differently than you're accustomed to, which might aggravate 
you, and you'll have to learn to adapt. It's not going to happen 
overnight—it's a process of a lifetime of adapting to each 
other. 
7. Appreciate each other. Say thanks a lot. It shows you 
notice the ways in which your mate serves you—tries to show 
love and caring. Don't take it for granted, nor receive thank-
lessly. Say thanks a lot. 
James D. Ernst pastors the Lancaster (Pa.) Brethren in Christ 
Church. 




Back row: Lauren Kalemnous, Susan Hench, Sharon Warden, Scott Schieb. 
Front row: Mike Tran, Irina Liskovich, Tom Jones. 
The second time around 
A former president and CEO of a re-
tirement community. A Russian chemist. 
A 50 plus-year-old computer consultant. 
A Vietnamese refugee. These are some 
of the members of Messiah's second class 
of adult graduates. This past May, the col-
lege awarded a B.S. in nursing to seven 
adults in DegreePath—its adult degree 
completion program. 
"I 've been asked several times to 
describe the typical adult student, but 
there's no such person," remarked former 
DegreePath director Rod Niner. "There 
are some similarities—most of them are 
married and working, so they're busy and 
they're motivated. But each of them has 
such a different life experience that has 
brought them to this point—often of 
changing careers. Compared to tradition-
al 18-year-old undergraduates who come 
to college straight out of high school, 
adult students are a pretty diverse bunch. 
You can't, for example, enroll them by 
mail. You have to deal with them in per-
son, because each has a unique situation." 
On the one hand there ' s Lauren 
Kalemnous, a homemaker, baptized in the 
Grantham Brethren in Christ Church. 
After living for a time in Queens, New 
York, with her Greek husband, she came 
full-circle to graduate from Messiah the 
same month as one of her former nursery 
charges (a traditional undergraduate). 
On the other hand, Thomas Jones, a 
1969 graduate of Penn State, has worked 
full-time as a computer consultant. Tom 
lost his mother when he was 16, and the 
experience of nursing her at home and 
being comforted at her death by a hospi-
Commencement 
congratulations! 
Melanie Starr, a 
mathematics major, 
received the Alumni 
Association's Out-
standing Senior Award 
at The 86th Annual 
Messiah College 
Commencement. 
Melanie is the 
daughter of Charles 
and Martha Starr of 
the Lancaster Brethren 
in Christ Church. 
tal nurse sparked his interest in nursing. 
"But," he explains, "thirty years ago it 
was less socially acceptable for men to 
become nurses." When Tom became a 
Christian three years ago, he took a Chris-
tian decision-making course at his church 
and revisited the idea of nursing. "Coin-
cidentally," he smiles, "Messiah began 
its adult degree completion program." 
For adult students, DegreePath is a 
godsend. Lauren explains, "Adult stu-
dents are more focused. They like to see 
results quickly. I don't know that I would 
have kept going if it would have taken 
years. And it was rewarding to get credit 
for past coursework. It felt like my past 
efforts hadn't been a complete waste of 
my time." Tom agrees, "The program was 
superb." 
In turn, Messiah gains from these adult 
students' insights. Lauren believes that 
"traditional students often see things for 
the first time, but adult students are more 
willing and able to challenge ideas. They 
have a whole different approach. Instead 
of just absorbing knowledge, they are 
growing deeper and expanding." 
The DegreePath program began three 
years ago with both business and nursing 
tracks. When the business track was dis-
continued this year, the nursing track was 
rescheduled to fit the more traditional 
semester plan. Without summer sessions, 
the program will now require three years 
to complete instead of two. 
Women of the Cloth 
A conference for women clergy from 
conservative denominations? It's not an 
oxymoron, says convener Susie Stanley, 
professor of historical theology at Messi-
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ah. "Wesleyan/holiness denominations 
have been ordaining women for 100 
years," she explains. "We're not copying 
contemporary feminists. It's always been 
understood as biblical in our circles." A 
minister in the Church of God (Ander-
son, Indiana), Stanley organized the sec-
ond conference for Wesleyan/holiness 
women clergy last April in Indianapolis. 
The conference's primary goal was to 
encourage women clergy, although a sec-
ond goal of educating others about 
women in ministry opened participation 
to any interested persons. Five hundred 
forty-four people registered—including 
80 students—but more attended the 
evening worship services. Women repre-
senting 20 denominations travelled from 
16 different countries to attend. 
Messiah College sponsored one stu-
dent's attendance, and three others trav-
elled in a college van with Calenthia 
Dowdy, Philadelphia Campus chaplain. 
Since the conference, the college has 
assisted in establishing a listserv for 
women clergy. 











include memberships ("85 people have 
already joined, and we haven't even 
established a membership brochure yet!" 
exults Stanley) and two printed pieces— 
a bibliography and a collection of ser-
mons from the first conference (1994) 
entitled Honoring God's Call. Stanley 
served as editor for the latter and con-
tributed one sermon. 
The third conference is already 
planned for April 1998 in Texas. "This 
event really fills a need," says Stanley. 
"Planning it is a challenge, but it's so 
worthwhile." g 
Just say "Wait" 
by Emily Chase 
"Mom! Scott's playing in the street again!" Beth drags a 
young man wearing a baseball cap into the room. 
"Scott, how many times do we have to go through this? 
What do I have to do to keep you safe? I even asked your 
health teacher at school to talk to you." 
Scott rolls his eyes. "Mom! You didn't!" 
"From now on, if you play in the street, you are going to 
be safe. I've collected some things to protect you." I produce 
a large bag of equipment: bike helmet, neon sign, flash-
light.... 
"Mom, get serious! I'll look like a total dork! My friends 
will see me coming and run!" 
"Then maybe you'll make some new friends—who don't 
play in the street." 
Scott is not really my son, nor is Beth my daughter, but the 
skit has captured the attention of every student in the high 
school health class. It turns out that Scott wears all this safe-
ty equipment and still gets hurt playing in the street. This is 
the beginning of a presentation on sexual abstinence—the 
point being that no matter how much "safety equipment" 
(birth control) students use, they will still be hurt by being 
sexually active before marriage. 
Messiah College students are an integral part of every 
"I'm Worth Waiting For" presentation given in local public 
and private schools. Junior Scott Franciscus, freshman Beth 
Madeira, and about two dozen other Messiah students are vol-
unteer actors and discussion leaders. They share stories from 
personal experience of friends who got hurt by sexual rela-
tionships. They speak to high schoolers as peers. 
In another activity, Beth role plays with a student volun-
teer from the class. "John, you know I really love you, and 
you love me too. You'd love me no matter what I'd done in 
the past, right? We're still planning to get married?" Even-
tually Beth drops the bomb and confesses that she has herpes 
from a previous sexual relationship. 
The role play has a strong emotional impact on John and 
the class, better than any effect I could achieve through lec-
ture. I follow up. "How would you feel if she hadn't men-
tioned this until after the honeymoon?" I point out that if stu-
dents wait for sex until marriage, they will never have to 
deal with this scenario. 
The evaluations from the high school students reflect their 
positive response. "It made me realize that you can wait till 
marriage to have sex and still be cool." Even those who are 
unconvinced admit that the presentation gives another point 
of view. 
In 1995, the Messiah students spoke more than 200 times 
to a total of more than 5,000 teens. This year, the team 
received a special honor—it was selected as Volunteer Orga-
nization of the Year from among all Harrisburg community 
agencies. Perhaps this award will open doors into other 
school districts that haven't yet invited us into their class-
rooms. 
Emily Chase is the wife of Gene B. Chase, Professor of Math-
ematics and Computer Science at Messiah College. 
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Dear Paul, 
When we moved into the house where we now live, we 
inherited a beautiful garden. It was May when we set up 
house, and I'll never forget the borders along the garage 
overflowing with the most brilliant, cinnamon-striped gera-
niums I'd ever seen. 
It was the beginning of a beautiful relationship. 
By Western standards it's an older garden—gauging by 
the age of the house, I'd say nearly eighty years old. For 
forty years, the builder of the house and his wife Ruth tend-
ed this small parcel. About the time I was born, another 
man and his wife moved in with their son, and made this 
place their home for the next three decades. They kept the 
garden immaculately, until only the woman was left, and 
she retired to the desert somewhere 
and left the memories and the ground 
to us. 
An old garden oozes heritage. Its 
beauty lies not only in the plants and 
trees and vines themselves—but also 
in where they come from. There's a 
tall poinsettia in the corner of the yard 
that blooms brilliant red every Jan-
uary. Most certainly it was an Advent 
gift that somehow survived the Christ-
mas crush and ended up in the ground 
one March. There's a jade plant in 
another corner standing against a 
stone wall, with a trunk as thick as my 
thigh. I wonder...did it begin as a bro-
ken branch, possibly arriving from a 
great uncle's house located in a citrus 
grove across the valley? 
Marigolds appear every October, popping up all around 
the yard—sentinels of autumn standing guard over the 
memory of every birth and every death written in the regis-
ter of each family's life. I planted a white mum by some 
lilies of the Nile at the base of a trio of columnar podacarpi 
on the north side of the yard. It was given to us by our next-
door neighbors in celebration of our youngest daughter's 
birth. Each fall it blooms alongside a burgundy-hued 
marigold set in the ground years before. A gift, possibly, 
sent to a grieving widow at the death of her husband? The 
story is lost, but the roots retain enough memory to send 
forth a quiet reminder the same time each year. 
Over time, the garden has begun to reflect my presence 
in its life. I say presence and life, because that's the reality. 
I 'm ever -present, clipping, trimming, mowing, weeding, but 
mostly watering and watching, fully aware that the life that 
is in the garden happens in spite of and not because of me. 
But I've moved plants in to reside side-by-side with the old-
timers in the garden. Beneath the aged camellias outside our 
bedroom window are a Boston fern and a pearly-white 
orchid, both transplants from my grandmother's house when 
she was no longer able to care for them as she got older. I'll 
never forget the dozens of blooms gracing the orchid on that 
day in May when she was given release from this life. Out 
under a canopy of bottle-brushes, I've moved a chipped and 
worn bird bath, around which now grow a ring of azaleas 
and clivea, along with a wedding-bell vine tied up against 
the redwood fence. There's a carpet of impatiens laid at the 
feet of a couple of ancient roses, jasmine beginning to 
envelop the playhouse, rosemary behind the dusty miller, 
Spanish lavender beside the daisies, and springing up every-
where in old terra cotta pots, mint, 
thyme, basil, and sage. 
And alone, smack dab in the center 
of the yard, silently standing watch 
over this plot of ground, the Garden 
Patriarch: a deformed and diseased 
old grapefruit tree—looking out over 
it all and nodding its approval in the 
afternoon breeze, as if to say, "It is 
good." 
I love this place. It is my refuge. I 
water it, and it brings healing to my 
soul. 
What amazes me is how similar 
caring for the garden is to my work in 
the church. You've spoken of this so 
beautifully—I hardly have to remind 
you: "What is Apollos? And what is 
Paul? Only servants, through whom 
you came to believe—as the Lord has assigned to each his 
task. I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it 
grow. So neither he who plants nor he who waters is any-
thing, but only God who makes things grow." 
The garden gives me perspective on the church. Honestly, 
there's only one major difference between the garden and 
the church (and it is a major difference!) and that's that the 
plants don't talk back to you. Well, maybe there's one more 
difference. Plants, when they don't like your gardening, 
can't just pick up and plant themselves in a yard down the 
street. They have to stay. It may kill them, but they have to 
stay. 
But look at all the similarities—I'm sure you have. Old-
timers and newcomers reside in the same space. They need 
to make room for each other. There are gardenias (always 
lovely and fragrant) and then there are boxwoods (do they 
do anything except take up space?). The geraniums certainly 
aren't that aromatic, but they are always bright and cheerful. 
Readers may correspond with Onesimus by writing to him c/o the Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550. 
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There's a freedom 
in this picture, 
actually, knowing 
that "neither he 
who plants nor he 
who waters is 
anything, but only 
God, who makes 
things grow." 
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A correction is required 
Just a few lines to thank you for men-
tioning our donation of the Flower Gar-
den quilt [August issue], but there is a 
correction to be made. The quilt was 
donated to world missions for sale by the 
Ladies Sewing Auxiliary of the Camp-
bellsville, Kentucky, Brethren in Christ 
Church. (It brought $2,500 at auction dur-
ing General Conference.) I want the cred-
it to go to the Campbellsville church, not 
to "Kelly" Davis. 
Callie Davis 
Campbellsville, Ky. 
P.S. We also made and sold a double 
wedding ring quilt at auction at our April 
20 missions conference here in Kentucky. 
It brought $305, which was donated to 
world missions. 
Let's live up to our 
denomination's affirmations 
When my pastor shared the daily 
newsletters of the General Conference 
with me, I was deeply hurt that there was 
no place for my sisters in ministry to 
serve at the Lord's Table. Obviously, I 'm 
not crying out for myself. I'm retired, but 
I cannot be silent for several reasons. 
This is not an issue our denomination 
has not resolved. There are statements 
that can be produced that tell of denom-
inational affirmation of the use of women 
in ministry. Here was a time and place to 
make that effective. I 'm grateful there 
was acknowledgment of this mistake, but 
this is 1996 and our women, especially 
single women who have no husband to be 
their advocate, need to feel the approval 
of their church and the church family. 
There are consequences to choices and 
behaviors, even if it takes time for them to 
surface. Since the administrative changes 
several years ago, women in denomina-
tional leadership have been token. This 
oversight could have been a consequence 
of this absence of women. I appreciate 
when we get beyond discussion of gender 
issues because they are resolved. This 
consequence results in the resurrection of 
Onesimus... 
continued from page 28 
Then there are the roses, with beautifully-scented blooms, but prickly as-all-get-
out the further down you go. There are weeds (you just want to pluck them out!) 
and there are ground covers (they cover "a multitude of sins"). There are fruit-
bearing trees, and there are ornamentals. There is wheat, and there are tares. And 
together this garden is the church, and forever will be until the Lord returns. 
There's a freedom in this picture, actually, knowing that "neither he who 
plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow." 
Some will plant great gardens—the Versailles of the church world—and others 
will till a small square of soil with more modest results. Some will spend most of 
their lives watering, watering, watering, (that's what it feels like out here in sum-
mer) or digging up bermuda grass before it infests the rest of the bed. Maybe it's 
appointed that some devote their energies to spreading fertilizer wherever they 
go (I mean that in the best sense of the analogy!). Others may simply collect the 
fruit. 
But the point is that we recognize that growth is God's business. Together we 
are "God's fellow workers," and as you say, the church is "God's field." The per-
son who plants and the person who waters have one purpose, and each will be 
rewarded according to his own labor. I guess what I want is to be found faithful 
to the task to which I've been called. Nothing more—nothing less. 
I hope that's what my parishioners want. I know that's what they need. 
I know for sure that's what my garden wants—someone faithful to the task. 
Which reminds me, Paul. I'd better get going. I have some watering to do 
before I head off to work. 
Your fellow gardener in Christ, 
O . 
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the discussion along with other unre-
solved issues of concern. 
For me, this event brings up another 
disappointment. Was there not one of the 
ministers who served conscious of the 
absence of women? Where are the fathers 
of gifted and talented women who need to 
realize there is a place for them to serve? 
Acts like this diminish members of our 
church family. I want advocates. It is 
offensive to have to beyour own advo-
cate. It's like having to ask your husband 
for an anniversary gift. 
Let us get on with the call of Jesus to 
the church with sensitivity that uses those 
who are called to serve. 
Esther Snyder 
Mountville, Pa. 
I very much appreciated Dale Shaw's 
article [April issue] which emphasized 
increased inclusion of new attendees in 
the times of fellowship with the members 
who are already involved. It is not enough 
to say "hello" to visitors on Sunday morn-
ing. They need invitations to picnics, vol-
leyball times, or lunch with your family 
and mine. 




invited for Dialogue 
and Readers Respond 
Persons contributing to Readers 
Respond (letters to the editor) are 
encouraged to be concise. Letters 
may be shortened. All letters must 
be signed. Occasionally we may 
decide to withhold names due to 
special circumstances. 
Longer contributions are wel-
comed for Dialogue, a forum for 
readers to express their opinions on 
a broad range of topics relevant to 
the mission of the church and to liv-
ing the Christian life. 
Each article or letter represents 
the view of the writer, and does not 
necessarily reflect the official posi-
tion or policy of the Brethren in 





focuses its vision 
by Harvey R. Sider 
"A marvelous, Spirit-directed confer-
ence. " 
"The vision highlighted by video, tes-
timonials, and sermons gave the church a 
new lease on life." 
"Let's get on with the job of evange-
lizing, discipling, and sending." 
Thank God for such comments! In-
deed, the 114th General Conference pro-
vided one of the best forums to date for 
focusing our mission. While I anticipated 
the Lord would nudge us forward in the 
areas of our immediate priorities, I wasn't 
prepared for the pervasive influence and 
powerful impact such a focus would have 
on the entire Conference. 
How thrilling to think of what God has 
been doing among us! In the past 50 
years, we have quadrupled in member-
ship. Instead of two, we now have twen-
ty-five churches with membership in 
excess of 200, with several between 500 
and 800. We are saved to tell others, to 
disciple new believers, and to be a send-
ing people. One way or another this mes-
sage came through each of the keynote 
speakers. Whether or not we all agreed on 
the details of Juan Carlos Ortiz' powerful 
and concluding message, this Argentinean 
clearly articulated the same message: sal-
vation is more than an escape from hell. 
We are called to reach others, to disciple, 
and to send. The testimonies of those 
involved in outreach, discipling, and 
sending ministries lifted our spirits by 
showing specific examples of how God is 
at work in our world through the Brethren 
in Christ Church. Just imagine what it 
will be like to quadruple within the next 
50 years! 
Focusing on our mission became cen-
250 Growing, Discipling, 
Sending Congregations 
by A.D. 2000 
tral to the General Conference of 1996. It 
was a dynamic force that I believe dom-
inated everything, including our fellow-
ship, worship, and business sessions. 
During Conference and many times 
since, I have reflected on the positive atti-
tude that prevailed even in the midst of 
vigorous debate. How could the atmo-
sphere be so charged with the presence of 
God and his leadership? Many things 
contributed, but perhaps the two key 
ingredients were a seeking of God's face 
for renewal through prayer and an inten-
tional effort to highlight the more impor-
tant issues of kingdom building. 
For the first time in many years, we 
gave quality time to listening to what 
God has been doing in the churches. In 
addition to the normal fare of good wor-
ship and sermons, we listened to people 
serving on the front lines—evangelizing, 
discipling, going. We were thrilled by 
stories of God at work in our world and 
church. General Conference boards pro-
vided stimulating and informative pro-
motionals indicating a clear sense of for-
ward movement. Our focus was more on 
vision than structures or bureaucracy. It is 
to the praise and glory of God that our 
vision for kingdom-building tempered 
our concerns about lesser matters. 
Leadership is crucial, details must be 
attended to, some denominational coor-
dination seems necessary, and "how we 
do church" is important. But in compar-
ison to keeping our eyes on the vision of 
250 growing, discipling, sending con-
gregations by A.D. 2000, such "churchly, 
earthly" issues pale into insignificance. 
Perhaps we are beginning to under-
stand that in the world, we are being 
squeezed by two major global shifts: 
from the modern to the post-modern, and 
from the industrial to the information 
age. These are causing tremendous dis-
sonance with the potential for significant 
chaos. And if the people of God permit, it 
could lead even to the immobi-
lization of the church. 
But from what I ob-
served at General Confer-
ence, we are determined to 
evangelize, to disciple, 
and to send, rather than 
being squeezed into the 
world's mold, thwarted by 
dissonance and immobi-
lization. What is, after all, 
really significant to God? It has to be that 
lost people are brought to genuine saving 
faith in Christ, are discipled, and then 
become reproducing/sending Christians. 
We want to put our energies into lasting 
values that will never fade away. This 
exhilarates and gives me real optimism 
for the future of the church. 
The focus on our vision tempered our 
business sessions. I was particularly 
impressed with two aspects. The lack of 
debate on structure and baptism was sur-
prising. Both of these have been major 
issues consuming much time and energy 
during Conference and between Confer-
ence sessions over the past eight years. 
Was this silence a word from the Lord to 
all of us saying, "get on with kingdom 
building"? Second, in the two major areas 
of debate I never sensed an acrimonious 
spirit. We must always welcome and 
respect diversity of opinions, including 
vigorous debate. When these are 
expressed in the spirit of Christ, we all 
benefit. As sisters and brothers in the 
Lord, people showed an overwhelmingly 
positive attitude toward each other. 
A lot of hard work lies before us to 
bring to pass our vision of 250 growing, 
discipling, sending congregations by A.D. 
2000, but every step—small or large, by 
individuals, congregations, regions, and 
the denomination—is propelling us fur-
ther towards our goal. As we listen to and 
obey God, as we work with each other, as 
our conversations and conferences focus 
on vision, it will become possible to sur-
pass our vision which will bring glory to 
God. It is this that will save us from self-
centered pride or egotistical arrogance 
upon reaching our goal. To do everything 
for the glory of God will provide both 
motivation and energy for the task. 
As we strive to implement our vision, 
may Paul's words continue to guide us: 
"Whatever you do [business, fellowship, 
worship, evangelize...], do it all for the 
glory of God" (1 Cor. 10:31). 
Harvey R. Sider is 
Moderator of the 
Brethren in Christ 
Church. 
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In the beginning... 
Afew weeks ago, our daily newspaper published an article featuring an area pastor—Bill Charles, of Cassopolis, 
Mich.—whose remarkably bad prose has been published in 
four of the five books in the "It Was a Dark and Stormy Night" 
series. The books are a compilation of entries submitted for the 
annual Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest. Sponsored by the 
English department of San Jose State University, this unortho-
dox contest invites persons "to compose the worst possible 
opening sentence to a novel." Edward George Bulwer-Lytton 
was a Victorian novelist whose 1830 novel Paul Clifford began, 
"It was a dark and stormy night...." Bulwer-Lytton also coined 
the expression, "the great unwashed," and was responsible for 
"The pen is mightier than the sword." 
I wanted to read more, so I checked out a couple of books 
containing "The Best (?) from the Bulwer-Lytton Contest" for 
reading on a trip to Iowa. Here are a few of the "worst opening 
sentences" to imaginary novels that I found: 
"Rumbling, Schmumbling!" retorted Bulonius to his wife's 
alarm at the sounds coming from Mt. Vesuvius, "that stupid vol-
cano always makes noise—and besides, our insurance agent at 
Pompeii Mutual says that if it does erupt we'll be covered." 
"Because so many readers write in when we do, we will 
never end a sentence with a preposition in this paper!" expos-
tulated Senior Editor Percey Whyte, causing cub reporter Willy 
Watson to ruminate ponderingly, "Well, of course I would 
never use a preposition to finish a sentence up with, because it 
might be difficult to make sense out of, and, after all, what 
would I want to use a preposition to finish a sentence that you 
cannot make any sense out of up with for?" 
I accessed the vehicle by upending the barrier that pre-
vailed across the front of the facility, thus providing a way, 
approach-wise, to the automobile from two sides, one available 
to me, as I usually prevailed driver-wise, whereas my com-
panion, in the case in point my spouse, preferred to occupy the 
seat adjacent to the driver's, where she was in an appropriate 
position to provide instructions as to route, destination, speed 
of passage, and to make such comments on my proficiency 
performance-wise as she deemed necessary and to prioritize 
most emphatically the most obvious deficiencies in my opera-
tion of our newly acquired automatic-shift four-wheel-drive 
vehicular facility, recently procured by us from a dealer in 
such automotive vehicles who gained access to such means of 
transportation from an importer with direct connections, pro-
curement-wise, to a manufacturing facility located on the far 
shore of the Pacific Ocean, in the Empire of Japan. 
Jimmy was a very smart boy, and he enjoyed church very 
much, but when the choir began singing "Gladly the Cross I'd 
Bear," he didn't concentrate on singing the song as he should 
have; instead, he wondered why Gladly didn't go to an oph-
thalmologist and why they were singing a song in church about 
a woodland animal with an eye problem anyway. 
Driving back home to Indiana, I began to think about other opening sentences, especially those in Scripture. It is not 
surprising that Genesis 1:1 immediately came to mind: "In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth." Those words 
are echoed in John 1:1: "In the beginning was the Word, and the 
Word was with God, and the Word was God." 
Intrigued, I compiled a list of opening sentences in Scripture. 
Can you identify which books of the Bible begin with these 
opening sentences? Some are exceedingly obvious, while oth-
ers may be more difficult. (Answers appear on page 21.) 
(a) The Lord spoke to Moses in the Tent of Meeting in the 
Desert of Sinai on the first day of the second month of the sec-
ond year after the Israelites came out of Egypt. 
(b) In the days when the judges ruled, there was a famine in 
the land, and a man from Bethlehem in Judah, together with his 
wife and two sons, went to live for a while in the country of 
Moab. 
(c) When King David was old and well advanced in years, 
he could not keep warm even when they put covers over him. 
(d) Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan, Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch, 
Methuselah, Lamech, Noah. 
(e) The words of the Teacher, a son of David, king in 
Jerusalem: "Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the Teacher. 
(f) Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth—for your 
love is more delightful than wine. 
(g) How deserted lies the city, once so full of people! 
(h) In the thirtieth year, in the fourth month on the fifth day, 
while I was among the exiles by the Kebar River, the heavens 
were opened and I saw visions of God. 
(i) How long, O Lord, must I call for help, but you do not lis-
ten? 
(j) "I have loved you," says the Lord. 
(k) Many have undertaken to draw up an account of the 
things that have been fulfilled among us, just as they were 
handed down to us by those who from the first were eyewit-
nesses and servants of the word. 
(1) In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the 
prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last 
days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir 
of all things, and through whom he made the universe. 
(m) That which was from the beginning, which we have 
heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have 
looked at and our hands have touched—this we proclaim con-
cerning the Word of life. 
Surveying the first sentences of each book in the Bible, I was 
impressed by the sweep of history, the call of God to his 
people, the life-giving truth that can be seen even in those few 
opening words. Unlike the Bulwer-Lytton "worst opening sen-
tence" contest, the words of Scripture promise to reveal the 
Author of life, the Redeemer of humanity, the One who will 
come in power and glory. It's all there, waiting for you and me 
to pick up the book and read beyond that first opening sentence. 
The next step is up to you. Why not turn in your Bible to an 
opening sentence you haven't read recently? G 
Selections are quoted from It Was A Dark and Stormy Night (1984), Bride 
of Dark and Stormy (1988), and It Was a Dark and Stormy Night—The Final 
Conflict (1992), compiled by Scott Rice and published by Penguin Books. 
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M a d e in God's image, each human being is of infinite value 
and is to be cared for and nurtured. We should relate to others in 
love and justice-opposing that which destroys, oppresses, 
demeans, or manipulates, and fostering that which restores, 
upbuilds, and affirms. God's plan for the human family calls for 
wholesome, growing relationships among all persons; 
it forbids abusive and destructive behavior. 
From the Articles of Faith and Doctrine of the Brethren in Christ Church 
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